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C NTEXT
THE CONTEXT OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT - A ,_TISIS SITUATION
"You have the choice you will either have to develop management
skills, or you will be managed by the crisis.°
Jerry Adams, TEAR FUND
OSOURCES OF GUIDELINES
The following guidelines have slowly evolved from some exceedingly painful
mistakes and failures as well as positive and, at times, exciting
experiences gained in disaster planning and management. We have joined
forres to write in partnership since our very different backgrounds are
complimentary.
Gustavo Wilches-Chaux is a lawyer now working as the manager of SENA in the
Colombian tocan of Popayáh. SENA is a national training institute with
local branches throughout Colombia. Gustavo was abruptly introduced to
disasters in 1983 when he had to manage the recovery operations of his
organisation following an earthquake which devastated his own tocan. Since
that date he has been involved in two fields of the subject: firstly in
the sector of public awareness programes to provide environmental
protection or address disaster vulnerability. This work is taking place in
parallel at both national and international levels. The second sphere is
in the development of national and regional policies for disaster planning
and management in Colombia.
Ian Davis is a lapsed architect where, in the early phase of his careen, he
worked for twelve years in general architectural practice in the USA and
UK, managing projects which involved supervision of professional teams,
client relations and site supervision. Since 1972 this experience has been
amplified in the very different management coatext of disasters (although
some of the early building projects tend to tr..11 into this categoryl)
These experiences of disaster management have been specific to the fields
of shelter/housing/physical planning and in the broad area of preparedness
recovery management. Knowledge has been gained from seeing management
theory and practice through three sets of spectacles: academie life, the
voluntary agency and government, firstly through involvement in research
and teaching; secondly as the Director and later consultant to a nongovernmental agency- TEAR FUND and finally as a consultant to various UN
agencies and governments.
The partnership that has led to this joint writing began in 1986 when we
jointly led Disaster Management Workshops in Oxford. Such training
workshops have provided a continual forum for the exploratíon of the
essentlals of etfective management. The authors are deeply grateful for
the insights of their teaching colleagues and all participante who may well
see their own ideas in what follows. Where we can reveal who provided a
specific knowledge we will credit the source,but in most instances
individual contríbutions have become fused into collective ideas, which is
after all a desirable objective of management.
In addition to our own experiences and those of workshop participante we
have both gained from the massive literature on management. We therefore
want to acknowledge that the ideas that follow are rarely original - what
may be new is the sifting of topics into groupings and relationships, and
in their application to disaster situations.
In the guidelines that follow this introduction Part 1 will consider key
attitudes that form the bedrock of effectiveness. They will be followed in
Part 2 with the spHcifíc needs of management. But on the assumption that
some readers may not be able to adopt such guidelines since they are weak
will proceed to identify eic!191 elements in the
in self-management, Part
development of self-management skills. This section w111 conclude with
some checklists that may heip readers learn about their relative strengths
and weaknesses, in order to identify creas ion growth. Thea in Part 4
these attitudes and skills will be related to the procese of disaster
planning.

Crisis Management
There is a common theme to this subject and it is the major diferente that
distinguishes disaster planning from normal administration. This is the
distinctive nature of CRISIS MANAGEMENT. On pases L9 -2.Ovre will return to
this topic with specific guidelines. Our experience and that of others has
indicated that if a system of management develops that is reliant on
techniques and skills, then it is likely to be totaily inadequate in a
crisis situation. In such stressful conditions effective performance is
primRrily determined by much deeper attitudes and the character of decision
makers. Attitudes shape policies and we make no apology for stating the
obvious as we will describe the basic values that form the bedrock of wellrun operations or projects.
L1The links between attitudes, management techniques and implementation
Management is a sequence that grows from:
ATTITUDES/PERSONAL QUALITIES

t.5:1

to

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES/PROCEDURES AND POLICIES

t.2

to
THE DEVELOPMENT OF DISASTER PLAN

.4

to
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN
In diagramatic form the sequence can resemble a set of Russian Dolis
process being shaped by the one that surrounds it:

each

ATTITUDES AND PERSONAL QUALITIES
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES
DEVELOPMENT OF A
IMPLEMENTATION OF
PLAN
PROTECTION PLAN
PROCEDURES/POLICIES
(SEE PAGES 19-'1-6)
OF MANAGERS/LEADERS
(SEE PAGES 10 -26)
For example (working backwards through the boxee) in the Protection Plan noted on paga 79 it is suggested that good management will establísh (5b)
a series of Pertormance Standards.
This will occur as a result of a Management Policy that will relate to good
management practice (paga 171) with olear aíms (paga 35) based on knowledge
and skills (paga ¿H).
These characteristics stem from a wide variety of Personal Qualities that
will follona this introduction which include such raro commodies as
integrity, foresight and trust.
((p es 10-16)

Therefore we will argue that manage ent never exists in isolation, rather
that effective organisational skills and techniques are analagous to the
leaves of a healthy tree but the roots are the underlying values and
attitudes of a given manager.
Taking just one example and working backwards:
In the Implementation of a recovery operation a larga number of
parallel tasks have to be' performed.
For this to occur the Management Skill of delegation has to occur (see
Management Guideline No 2 Management).
But a pre-requisite to delegation is the Attitude of trust and mutual
respect between two people or two organisations (see attitude No 2
Faith and Trust).
Whilst the linking of attitudes to management policies is essential in all
situations
we want to re-emphasise that in a crisis situation where
vulnerable people's lives and livelihoods are at risk and at stake the link
is absolutely imperative.

and
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PART 1.
Attitu es and ersonal Qualities

Part 1: ATTITUDES AND PERSONAL QUALI'TIES
1111. INSPIRATION AND ENCOURAGEMENT
(Linked to Management Guideline No 1 Leadership)
2.

3.

FAITE AND TRUST
(Linked to Management Guideline Nos 2 Management; 4 Confidence; 5
Participation and 7 Co-ordination)
-KINDNESS, RESPECT AND COMPASSION
(Linked to Management. Guideline Nos 2 Management and 4
Confidence)

4.

IHPARTIALITY
(Linked to Management Guideline No 10 Evaluation)

5.

INTEGRITY, RONESTY AND DEPENDABILITY
(Linked to Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 4 Confidence
and 10 Evaluation)

6.

RESPOUSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
(Linked to Management Guidelines Nos 3 Aims; 4 Confidence; 5
Participation; 6 Authority; 10 Evaluation and 11 An
Organisational Structure)

7.

COURAGE,CONYIDENCE AND PERSISTENCE
(Linked to Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 3 Aims; 4
Confidence and 9 Crisis Management)

8.

ADAPTABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
(Linked to Management Guidelines Nos 6 Authority; 11 An
Organisational Structure)

199. CREATIVITY AND IMAGINATION
(Linked to Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 8 Resources
and 9 Knowledge)
110. PATIENCE AND CALENESS IN A CRISIS
011. A SENSE OF NUMOUR
(Linked to Management Guideline No 1 Leadership)
1112. OPENNESS, TEACHABILITY AND HUHILITY
(Linked to Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 2 Management;
4 Confidence; 9 Knowledge and 10 Evaluation)

ATTITUDE NO 1
INSPIRATION AND ENCOURAGEMENT
(See Management Guideline No 1 Leadership)
"Genius is one per cent inspiratíon and ninety-nine per cent

perspiration"
nomas Edison
"fibt only strike while the íron is hot, but make it hot by
striking"
Oliver Cromwell

C)To be able to galvanise a team who may be suffering from shock, exhaustion,
fear or depression into an effective work force. Similarly to be able to
inspire hopo into disaster victims.
C)To be able to lead a reluctant community concerned with short-term issues
towards a more responsible longer-term desire to improve safety standards.

An example of Inspiration and Ehcouragement in Disaster Management:

It is not difficult to persuade people two months after a major
disaster to develop preparedness plans, or revise building
codee. HowLver, ro maintain a spirit of disaster awareness and
active protective planning years after the last damaging event
will require the leadership qualities of inspiration and
encouragement as noted in Management Guideline No 1. (Paje 30

ATTITUDE NO 2
E/FAITH AND TRUST
(See Management Guidelines Nos 2 Management; 4 Confidence; 5 Participation;
and 7 Co-ordination)
"Transformdng leadership is dynamic leadership in the sense that
the leaders throw themselves into a relationship with followers
who Feel 'elevated' by it and often become more active
themselves, thereby creating new cadres of leadership."
MacGregor Burns

oTo be able to put your confidence in some other person or agency, to enable
delegation to occur without endless meddling or cross-checking to verify
that it is being carried out.
C)To accept different ways of working or diverse solutions to those you would
have expected. To develop a sense of judgment of personal character to
know who to trust to do what with what level of responsibility.

An example of Faith and Trust in Disaster Management:

To provide cash rather than kind to disaster victims trusting
them to use their resources effectively, and relying on your
staff not to pocket the funds or allocate them in an unfair
manner.

ATTITUDE NO 3
EIRINDNESS, RESPECT AND COMPASSION
(See Management Guidelines Nos 2 Management; and 4 Confidence)
"Do unto others as you would have them do to you"
Jesus Christ

Q To be abie to treat others with respect and loving concern. To practica
the gentle art of tolerance by understanding the pressures and weaknesses
of others and by avoiding destructive criticism of another person or
agency.
Q To have time for others and to have the concern to respond to their
physical and emotional needs.
C)To be able to respect another person's position even if ít is very
different than your own. To recognise you may be wrong, and if you are
proved to be wrong to be abie to apologise and if necessary to publicly
admit to your error of judgment.

An example of KindnesslRespectICompassion in Disaster Management:

To be on the guard against the cynicism or 'hardness' that
often comes to those who continually deal with the victims of
poverty or disaster. To remain 'moved' by the needs of
disadvantaged people, and to express compassion without
patronising victims or refugees, treating them in a
paternalistic manner.
In effect to maintain respect for the dignity of others when it
is most threatened.

ATTITUDE NO 4

NIIMPARTIALITY
(See Management Guideline No 10 Evaluation)
nJustice is truth ín action."
Benjamin Disraeli

C)To have a deep concern for justice for nations, communities and
individuals. Avoiding any action that rewards friends and supporters at
the expense of those who criticise or cause trouble.

An example of Impartiality in Disaster Management:

A concern for justice is the bed-rock of an effective strategy
to assess needs, allocate resources and establish and maintain
systems of accountability that are effective instruments not
platitudes (see Attitude No 6 - Responsibility and
Accountability).
A concern for justice will inevitably push the manager beyond
the short-term limitations of relief programes towards longer
term mitigation/preparedness initiations. Jo Boyden has
commented on this link between justíce and mitigation in her
suggestion that:
"...relief by its very nature creates a relationship of dependency
between donor and recipíent. Mitigation on the other hand aims to
increase the self-reliance of people in hazard-prone environments to demonstrate that they have the resources and organisation to
withstand the worst effects of the hazards to which they are
vulnerable. In other words, disaster mitigation - in contrast to
dependency-creating relief - is empowering." 1.

1.

Jo Boyden and Tan Davis, Editorial: 'Getting Mitigation on the
Agenda', Bulletin 18 October 1984, Reading Rural Development
Communici-Eions, Page 2.

ATTITUDE NO 5

OINTEGRITY, HONESTY AND DEPENDABILITY
(See Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 4 Confidence and 10
Evaluation)
"A fess honest men are better than numbers."
Oliver Cromwell

C)To he scrupulously honest in dealing with resources - money, material and
people.
C)To avoid any of your staff needing to supplement their income by taking
bribes, it is essential to check whether they are paid an adequate wage for
their jobs - even if this is aboye the prevailing market rate - thus not
requiring them to be dishonest.
C)Integrity is the bedrock of a whole rango of management roles, tasks and
procedures. For example, the basic reasons why managers introduce
monitoring or evaluations is due to a concern to manage resouces
effectively. A manager without such ethical standards would never bother
with such tiresome distractions that at best will rock the boat and create
further work, and at worst reflect badly on the operating team.
C)Further, integrity is the root of any desire to become accountable. Or put
more specifically, accountability to disaster victims is the evidence of
integrity (see the following Attitude No 6 - Responsibility and
Accountability . PA sie 15)

An example of an ethical dilema in Disaster Management occurred in
1988:
A director of a voluntary agency was running a disaster
assistance programme in an environment where corruption had
become the normal pattern.
He was importing seeds to plant in bulk following severe
coastal flooding. The particular type he needed had to be
shipped in from a neighbouring country. However, they were
stuck in the airport customs hall and the agency had been asked
to pay a massive 'service charge' to get them released. Unless
they were obtained rapidly the planting time would be missed
for the new crop to grow before the next monsoon. If the
Agency Manager paid the bribe he would inevitably contribute to
a rotten system that ley at the very root of the country's
underdeveiopment. If he refused he would have destroyed the
aid project.
If he decided to write to the Minister of Relief Assistance
that might remove the bottleneck but there is a strong
likelihood that the Minister himself was expanding his income
by means of 'service payments'.
For a manager wanting to practico integrity the illustration
poses the dilomna, and no advice is offered here as to how to
resolve the issue. However, it will help to maintain clear
aims and work within guiding principies in such situations.
(See item 3.5 - Aims linked to Principies, page 35 )

ATTITUDE NO 6
ORESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
(See Management Guidelines Nos 3 Aims; 4 Confidence; 5 Participation; 6
Authority; 10 Evalluaton and 11 An Organisational Structure)
"People who are accountable usually have four qualitles:

Vulnerability capable of being wounded, shown to be wrong even
admdtting it before being confronted.
Teachabili_ty - a willingness to learn, being quick to hear and respond
to reproof, being opon to counsel.
- accessible, touchable, able to be interrupted.
Honesty commdtted to the truth regardless of how much it hurts, a
willingness to admit the truth no matter how difficult or humdlitating
the admdssion may be. Hating sil that is phoney or false."
Charles Swindoll
An accountable person is one who accepts the need to 'give account' for his
or her actions to those to whom they are responsible (i.e. head of
department, board of directors, government agency that licenses the work in
question). Managers will also see the need to make everyone in their
organisation accountable to someone else so that there are no free agente
acting in a situation of independence which can deteriorate all too rapidly
into anarchy.
Examples of Accountabllity and Responsíbility in Disaster Management
Disaster managers will recognise that accountability to those aboye them is
insufficient, they will therefore seek to develop ways to become
accountable to the objects of concern: those who are at risk or victims of
disaster. Such a concern will not rest with a vague promise or piatitude,
it will seek to develop active mechanisms to make accountability into an
active tool to promote increased effectiveness of programes (see
Management Guideline 4.3
Pe. 30
Fred Krimgold has written:
"Disaster relief efforts must fundamentally be directed to meeting the
expressed needs of the victim populations. They must be enfranchised and
given choice in the relief process. Further, any collective mechanism for
the improvement of relief activities must be based on the evaluation and
critique of the victim population. Mechanisms must be developed which tie
donor agencies to the judgement of the supposed object of their activity."
1.
An evaluation is required by various donor agencies of a major housing
reconstruction programme foliowing an earthquake. Rather than importing a
team of highly paid external consultante, the occupants of the dwellings
are initially invited to 'self-evaluate' the effectiveness of the housing
accordin?, to the aims and standards that thez helped to formulate at the
outset of the programe. Their views are then conveyed to the donors who
may then ask the operating agency to correct any obvious weaknesses that
the evaluation has noted. Or in an extreme example of a mejor failure they
may not use the agency again uniese major improvements are made.
Imolications of a heaithy pattern of accountability for the donor agency
include a long-term commitment to the recipient comaunity as well as the
retention of finance to support further nrograrsnes to improve the housing,
infrastructure or income generation in the ares where their resources
enabled the project to occur in the first instance. Such long-term
commitment may be regarded as a good indication that the agency is treating
the group in a responsible manner.
Quoted in;: han Davis 'The Intervenors', New Internationalist, No 53,
1977, p 22.

ATTITUDE NO 7
E1COURAGE, CONPIDENCE AND PERSISTANCE
(Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 3 Aims and 4 Confidence)
"Must one point out that from ancient times a decline in courage has
been considered the first sympton of the end?"
Alexandr Solzhenitsyn
"Death and sorrow will be the companions of our journey; hardship our
garmont; constancy and valor our only shield. We must be united, ve
must be undaunted, ve must be inflexible."
Winston Churchill, 1940
The ability to rake good, clear-cut, but at times unpopular decisions and
stick by them despite the barrage of subsequent criticism. In.effect to
exercise the leadership skills noted under guideline No 1. However, this
seif-assurance will not be the over-confidence of pig-headedness.
But in contrast to Winston Churchill's wisdom the ability to be confident
and persistant but
able to balance these attitudes with the qualities
which on the surface appear the precise opposite of persistance adaptability and flexibility (see next Attitude No 8 .Pmjc 1 7)
An example of Courage, Confidence and Persistance in Dísaster
Management
A highly vulnerable community is at risk from flood impact.
Due te pressure on available land marginal communities live in
settlements on the shoreline of the river estuary. Each year
your agency is cailed upon to mount relief programes to help
displaced communities. Eventually you decide to attempt to
implement a long-term disaster mitigation plan into the area.
However, this introduces two possibilities:
Relocation of the community looks very improbable since the
families are very poor and are landless. To purchase land
in the area is out of the question since it is
exhorbitantly expensive and it is one of your principies to
avoid using your gift income to pay for land owned by
dishonest property barons.
To press the government into taking action to allocate free
land for the families is unlikely to get very far given a
right-wing government with strong supporters amongst the
land-owners.
Therefore the only clear options are:
(a)

Leave the situation as it stands (i.e. retain the
vulnerable status quo).

(b)

Make marginal improvements to the existing situation
(i.e. helping families raiso their houses on mounds
or stilts aboye flood water levels).

(c)

Relocate the community to a distant site where leed
is available. But this will obviously cause
economic disruption to the families. Such a move
implies that your agency will become involved in the
neva location in income generation work to strengthen
their economic position to a higher level than was
their lot en the banks of the river.

Assuming that alternativa, (a) is not a viable option then (b)
and (c) will both require courage, confidence and persistance
over tino by leaders and their staff.

ATTITUDE NO 8

ADAPTABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
(See Management Guidelines Nos 6 Authority and 11 An Organisational
Structure
"The reasonable men adapte himself to the world: the unreasonable one
persiste in trying to adept the world to himself. Therefore sil
progress depende on the unreasonable man."
George Bernard Shaw
"The can who never alters hírn opinion is like standing water, and
breeds reptiles of the mirad."
William Blake

C)To be able to recognise that the chosen course of action has to be modified
in the light of new conditions. This can pose serious problems to many
highly organised managers who wish to appear resolute - sticking to a
course of action with stubborn commitment. Such individuals tend to regard
a flexible approach as a sympton of weakness. (See items 6.3, 11.5)

4,
Place 38

PAce. 43

An example of Adaptability and Flexibilíty in Disaster Management:

You have developed a detailed Preparedness Plan and carefully
rehearsed its various steps. Now you are involved in managing
an actual disaster situation that is different from the
scenario of your plan. However, you are sufficiently flexible
to discard the details of the plan whilst holding on to its
guiding principles. (see Management Guideline 3.5 P'i
3s)

ATTITUDE NO 9
OCREATIVITY AND IMAGINATION
(See Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 8 Resources and 9 Knowledge)
"IMagination, which in truth, is but another name for absolute power
and clearest insight, amplitude of mdnd and reason in her most exalted
mood."
William Wordsworth

"Either do as your neighbours do, or move away."
Moroccan Proverb
Q To be able to see recurrent issues and old problema in new ways, and then
to be capable of unexpected solutions that replace well-worn stereotype
answers. To continually challenge accepted reasoning and conventional
wisdom.
C) Creativity is often displayed by following a 'lateral approach' to decision
making. This means to look at a problem from a different angle, to come at
it from an unusual route (perhaps even by accident).

To examples of creativity in Disaster Management:
An example of creativity was the development of a lowcost construction project in Colombia that:
(a) provided new housing but also
(b) generated incomes as people marketed their newly
acquired building skills, but also
(c) taught new building skills to its builders, but
also
(d) developed institutions, but also
(e) built leadership within a community that had only
come together at the time of rebuilding.
At the end of the project the Manager stated that (b),
(c),(d) and (e) were probably in the long run far more
important that (a) the original object of the exercise.
This project was essentially a highly creative approach,
exhibiting lateral thinking, a 'process' rather than
'product' orientation. Its success grew from a broad
'emphasis on a guiding principie - the development of
self-reliance within a community where it would have
been easy to have followed a normal 'relief approach'
that could have created dependency.
A further example concerns an Indian family needing to
recover after a cyclone. They requested (a) shelter and
(b) an income. The agency provided a house (95Z of the
aid) and two coconut seedlings which were leso than S%
of the aid to each family. Within eight years when the
house was needing repairs the trees were producing shade
as well as palmo for use in repairing their roof, and
the roots were stabilising the soil. But most important
the coconut crop now comprised 25% of the family's
income. So the insigníficant item in the original aid
package turned out to be its primary economic success.
Creativity only ocurs when there is genuina trust
between members of an organisation. This is due to the
inhibiting effect of fear in taking risks; this ability
to take risks is frequently the result of creativa
decision making.

To summarise:
Rarely act alone and seek regular advice, teamwork can
be mutua lly supportive in times of crisis where stress
can slow some individual down to a standstill as they
contemplate a vast, unprecedented task, where there are (Aishressin9
human elements present.
o Avoid distractions from all sectors
Special measures must be adopted to prevent the senior
management teams from being distracted from their tasks
by non-essential tasks such as intrusion of press,
taking VIP'S or political candidates to visit the
affected arca, etc. Such tasks can normally be
delegated. In addition it is vital for HQ staff to
avoid distracting their own key field staff in this
crisis.
It is worth noting that whilst compassion is a vital
quality in a disaster manager - close contact with those
in acute need can make an effective manager/leader into
a lens useful person at a critical time. Therefore
trained social workers/medical staff/counsellors are
better able to tackle these cases.
O Cut Bureaucracy
Certain time-consuming management techniques will need
to be suspended in a crisis such as:
- writing memos to colleagues (talk to them, it is
faster)
- cash accounting - to provide staff who are in the
field needing to spend small sums a block figure so
that they can avoid calculating petrol/meal costs,
etc.
The aim will be to cut bureaucracy to its absolute
minimum and these cuts can all be practised in
simulations and built into a preparedness plan.
J Guard your health, cover your weaknesses and practice
patience
Be particularly careful to avoid 'Disaster Heroism'
(i.e. 80-90 hour weeks, missed meals, no relaxation, no
contact with your own family - as your 'coping
mechanism')
DON'T JOIN THE VICTIMSI (See Attitude No
11 Personal Health Case Psje 2-1)
Know your skills, and also understand your weaknesses
(husbands, wives, chldren and colleagues can normally be
counted on to provide this information1). Make
absolutely certain your weaknesses are covered by others
by effective delegation.
With all those around you who are in 'fíat spins'
support and encourage them, and where necessary relieve
them of pressure until they are fully operational.

ATTITUDE NO 11
PERSONAL HEALTH CARE
"All bodily suffering and limdtation has its meaning. We can learn
from our bodies. Some of my patients, filled with hígh ideals and
fine ambítions, resene the way theír bodies hold them back. Perhaps
they ought to be thankful for this check on their over-impulsive
natures."
Paul Tournier
"Do your best to treat your body as a friend, not as an enemy."
Richard Foster
"Very often the protests of the body are the alarm signals.'
Anon
"Don't join the victims1"
Anon

O To be able to link a concern for the health and welfare of disaster
victims/refugees with the maintenance of your own health.
C)Personal Health Caro - Key Issues
To be concerned for your own physical and mental health and that of yourstaff, particu3 rly during stressful emergency conditions by means of:
-

careful management of time
healthy diec
moderate alcohol intake
avoidance (or reduction) of smoking
regular exercise
regular sleep patterns
avoidance of overwork
time for relaxation
time with family

Examples of personal health care in disaster management
It is much easier to describe a few mini-case studies of
health neglect!
Case Study 1
An international consultant is doing excellent work that
is in great demand. He returns from one disaster
assistance mission to be greeted with the news that he
is wanted 'yesterday' on the other side of the globe.
Since it is difficult or 'professional suicide' to say
no he reluctantly accepts the new commision, as he has
been doing for about ten years. But as his income and
prestige grows his family life and personal health
deteriorates. Whilst he is writing and lecturing about
community health care his own community of wife and
children are in disarray. —Éventually his failing health
and marriage brings him to a resounding halt.
Case Study 2
The director of a non-governmental agency in a disasterprone country finds it very hard to obtain staff that
are sufficiently competent to undertake a series of
demanding tasks. But rather than accept the limitations
and reduce the workload the director continually takes
on programmes that put himself and his staff under
tremendous pressure. He argues that the needs are so
great that they are obligated to become involved even
though this is likely to result in tremendous pressure.
The results are;
-

stress
overwork over long periods
declining efficiency
absenteeism of staff for health reasons
some staff dismissals for incompetence
family separations

ATTITUDE NO U:
E1A SENSE OF HUMOUR
(See Management Guidelines No 1 Leadership)

"Men will confess to treason, murder, arson, false teeth or a wig.
How rnany of them will own up to a lack of humourr
Frank Colby
"The most perfect humour and írony is generally quite unconscious."
Samuel Butler

©The sense of humour is perhaps unique in all the thirteen attitudes in
these guidelines in that if used wisely has the capacity to be a positive
contribution to a very difficult situation but conversely when used
insensitively it has limitless powers of destruction.
C)On the positivo Elide humour can help an individual to recognise the funny
side of a situation - however desperate or stressful. Humour can lighten
tough burdens, weld dispirited people together and release pent-up nervous
tension, and when used wisely (and often instictively) it can help people
to avoid taking themselves, their ideas or their actions excessively
seriously. Put another way it is a great corrective power against
pomposity or bureaucratic cant and hypocracy.
C)The negative potential of misplaced humour is the devils own weapon in
trivialising an important situation causing additional distress to people
who are suffering and by laughing at someone's expense causing discomfort
and even pain. The person to beware of is the resident comedian (or less
frequently comedienne) with their taresome 'laugh a minute'.

An example of humour in disaster management
In the difficult stressful conditions after a disaster
it is always an asset to have some sensitivo team
members with a good sense of humour (but not too many!)

ATTITUDE NO 13

ElOPENNESS, TEACHABILITY AND HUMILITY
(See Management Guidelines Nos 1 Leadership; 2 Management; 4 Confidente; 10
Knowledge and 10 Evaluation)
"He must become greater; I must become less."
John the Baptist
"Do nothing out of self ambition or vain conceit, but id humility
consicier others botter than yourselves. Each of you should look not
only to your own interests, but also to the interest of others.'
St Paul
"Servo is used in the sense that all who are touched by the
institution or its work become, because of that influence, healthier,
wiser, freor or autonomous, more likely to become servants... That, I
believe, is whnt the times we live in require."
Robert Greenleaf
C)To bc childlike in an approach to others and to knowledge.
C)To avoid the chic-sophistication that comes from world-weary specialists
who have ceased te listen in their over-riding concern to communicate their
superior wisdom and knowledge.
O Open people have sufficient confidence in themsleves to be prepared to
appear weak, ignorant or even foolish in asking for help. They will want
to learn in all situations, be open to new knowledge, insights and fresh
ideas. They may not enjoy criticism but they may oven invite it, accept
it and seek to apply it to their ways of working or relating to others.
Openness implies accessibility to others who may have needs you can fill
or skills, knowledge and insights you may lack.
O Open people are direct in their dealings with others. They will avoid
indirect criticism of poor performance by telling A about the weakness
of 15, in the expectation or desire for A to then pass on the criticism
to B. Rather to be opon with people telling them directly and
privately of any criticism, and expecting them to do the same in
return.
O Teachable people have enquiring minds that will grasp the new challenge
despite the inherant risks. They will be always seeking opportunities to
learn from contact with others, by reading, writing and study courses.
And, they will want to encourage such learning processes in others they
work with. Teachable managers will by definition be wanting to promete
staff development programmes.
O Humble people possess one of the rarest of human qualities, to be more
concerned for others to grow and shine than themselves. They delight in
working for the conmon good of others and other groups and they guard
assiduousiy againet the waste, vanity and self-interest of competition
that altas to elevare themselves or their department or agency over
others.

1ho examples of Openness, teachabillty and humility in uisaster

Mllnagement

The first example is in connection with a disaster
assistance programme being nm in a situation where
other govcrnmental departments or agencies (both past
rivals) are at work. The manager goes out of his way to
meet his counterparts in these bodies with the aim of
sharing information (assessment data, etc), any
insights, as well as learning about their approaches and
picking their brains! From such a meeting sorne useful
form of collaboration may develop that ,;;ould result in
less duplication and incrcased effectiveness by agreeing
on standards of assistance.
The second ex:ample of humility relates to the ability to
share a valued possession. If a manager receives a very
vary good book or manual on disaster planning that
preved helpful in he¡• work, instead of it resting idle
on he¡, bookshelf she putl:i it r.o work by lending it to
others, photocopyin� key sections (subject to copyright
limitations) or buying more copies to give away. In
effect to regard knowledge as flowing through he.ir to
others rather than sticking or ending·in her
possession. So effective managers become conduits of
knowledge, informstion and experience rather than mere
receptacles.
"The hand that gives, gathers."

James Howell

lm}Jlications from Part 1
Ideally leaders and managers will embody and exhibit these attitudes in
their personalities and dealings with others. However, in reality it will
be an exceedingly rare event, perhaps realistically an impossibility to
find anyone with such a range of splendid attributes. Therefore:

[]]

look for such personal qu.alities in staff recruitment (do not
restrict the search to experience, qualifications or skills)
build management teams where the collective strength of the group
combines this range of attitudes
consciously nurture these attitudes in your own life, andthat of
your colleagues by example and encouragement; andas a leader or
manager show that you expect and value such qual.ities highly
incorporate a discussion on attitudes, character andvalues into
all management training programmes.

1. Recruitment:

2u Build Teams

lue Qualíties
[ If you wish to test your ovm Attitudes and Perse·nal Qualities, turn to
page 57]

PART 2.
sic Management Guidelines

THE CHALLENGE OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT—.
"More than any other buzan event, a disaster traumatically brings
hito focuss all the basic problems in a society. It reduces all
issues to their most fundamental level and strips away all the
ancillary issues that obscure or confuse the fundamental
questions that must be faced. Critical decisions previously
unaddressed can no longer be ignored, and choices must be nade."
Fred Cuny
Disasters and Develo.ment
Oxford University Press,
New York 1983, p11

-

Part 2: BASIC MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
Common Failings of Disaster Management
In 1981 Fred Cuny of INTERTECT wrote a perceptive paper on¡Why Disaster
Plans Don't Work - Common Problema and Issues.' He has kindly agreed to me
repeating his conclusions:
1.

Over centralisation of authority and failure to delegate authority to
local levels.

2

Failure to properly sequence post-disaster activities.

3

Failure to fuily structure the emergency response and actions in the
reconstruction phase.

4

Over-reliance on electronic communications, especially telephones.

5.

Failure to plan adequate and appropriate disaster assessment measures.
Failure to build in Elexibility and an ability to respond to changing
situations.

7

Over-emphasis en the speed of delivery of material aid rather than on
the process of determining actual needs and priorities.

8

Failurtto determine appropriate mechanisms for delivering assistance
in appropriate periods.

9

Failure to establish methods for terminating or diverting
inappropriate aid.

10

Failure to protect critical facilities.

11

Placing responsibility for preparedness planning in a non-operational
agency ministry.

12

Over-emphasis on relief activities (as opposed to search and rescue,
protection of critical facilities, lifelines, etc).

13

Over-reliance on committee structures.

14. Establishment of organisations that are ineffective due to their
system of organisation.
Since Cuny listed these topics others have been added, but alas many of his
concerns persist and grow in importance, not just as problems rather as
formidable
' obstacles to effective disaster management.
Their resolution will never be an easy task. It is likely to be a
combination of:
A shift in attitudes and values wsthin managers and management teams
(as described in Part 1).
lmproved management patterns, tools and techniques (as will be
described in Part 2).
Redesigned or radically overhauled admlnistrative structures (as
introduced in Management Guideline 11, Page
).
Effective protective planning (as described in Part 4).
The foilowing topics are regarded as the mínimum requirements that have to
be satisfied for effective protective planning for emergency management to
occur. To take effective control of an emergency sítuation,responsible
authorities neod to:

II:IZAD AND MANAGE
by maintaining clear aims
by providing effective leadership
by establishing mutual confidente
by participatory planning
by exercising authority in a responsible manner
by co-ordinating actions
by coping in a crisis
by operating within an organisational structure
To do this they will need:
nIKNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
by learning about the range of subjects and issues
by evaluation and feedback from existing and previous projects
Such leadership/management skills when strengthened by knowledge will
always be needed prior to a crisis. Therefore by anticipating needs and
resources the outcome of leadership, management and knowledge will lead to
the planning process that will be described in Part 4.
As far as possible the list that follows will be concerned with specific
management requirements, rather than the attitudes described in Part 1.
However, there are inevitably strong overlaps, particularly in the first
item 'Leadership' which could well be regarded as an attitude or personal
quality. But it remains in this section as a useful bridge between broad
attitudes and specific requirements.
Following each of the 11 topics we have identified just Five keypoints.
Obviously the list could have been infinite given the complexity of each
requirement, but to aid officials by simplifying matters we have been
highly selective in our choice. However, readers may wish to challenge our
selection, and we will be delighted to hear any counter proposals.

Leadership
01.

LEADFRSHIP to be established and respected
"Leadership is not magnetic personality - that can just as well be
demagoguery. It is not 'making friends and influencing people' - that
is salesmanship. Leadership is the lifting of a man's performance
onto a higher standard, the building of a man's personality beyond its
normal limItations."

Peter Drucker
The Practice of Management 1955
"In order to lead the leader learns to follow."

La Tzu - 500 BC
Keypoints:
- r12.1 Managers Leaders?

Chiefs are appointed to manage affairs and theoretically lead but they
frequently do not possess the essential qualities to inspire others to
follow them. So whilst chiefs are appointed, leaders often emerge in
unexpectod places. If managers lack essential leadership qualities then an
honest self-appraisal could leed to leadership teams being constructed to
cover such weaknesses and express skills. If such delegation does not
occur there is a serious risk of a programe failure.
.01.2 Security

and Confidence

Leadership is not the same ES management of people or resources. It goes
far beyond the organisation of a task or agency in providing a sense of
safety and continuity in a time of rapid change and stress. Such
conditions are highly threatening to many people who are used to operating
within an ordered, well established routine.
Therefore leaders will need to attach considerable importance to
establishing, building and maintaining:
-

a spirit of mutual confidence
respect for others
good humour
the expression of kindness.

Such qualities are essential both in dealings within the management team
and in running assistance programes for vulnerable communities such as
refugeos.
Seo. Part

(

:11.3 A Sense of Purpose
Leaders inspire a sense of common purpose as they weld together the varied
members of a task force or team. In order to:
-

fuse their own ideas into a single policy
share their insights
compensate for their weaknesses.

The ideal will be a team that is stronger than its most gifted member,
which is often the reverse of what we have experienced.
Fj 1.4 Foresight Insight and Awareness
A wise loador will always need to be sensitivo to wider and longer-term
issues than tose that his or her team are immediately preoccupied with.
He or she will look beyond current concerns and will be anticipating the
underlying problem that lie within current solutions.
In addition, leadership is concerned with making connections with parallel
processes and currerits that relate to the activity in hand. This need is
essential since problems are interdependent and wise leadership will be
aware for example of the implications of political factors on technical or
social policy.

tl 1.5

Need: Resources and Gaps

Leadership is the art of balancing needs against resources. Massive needs
obviously require extensive provision to meet them. (See the Protective
Thus leaders need to be able to organise
Plan, itero 2B on page
accurate assessment of needs as distinct from 'wants' and also to be able
to rapidly assemble essential goods and services to satisfy requirements
(often using creativo abilities to gain the maximum from minimal resources.
Their task is to notice any gaps between needs and resources and to devise
strategies to fill them from either 1.,Aernal or external sources.
Needs

Resources

el16•72.0~...0~.0151%

To summarise, the ideal leader will possess the attitudes descri•e in
Partl., with n particular focus on five basic qualities:
Vision (able to inspire and motívate others)
Wisdorn (growing from wide knowledge and experience)
Commitment (with dedication to the task)
Personality skills:
- good humour
- maturity
- sincerity
- honesty

confidence
The confidence of those he or she is hoping to lead
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11» Pexturso :leven
The old style of leadership, in which virtually all responsibili ty and authority Is lodged at the top of the
management pyramid, is becorning obsoleto, according
to Fortune magazine. Clting case atter case in Corporate
America. the magazine shows that the new, effective
style of leadership has seven characteristics that can
' serve as guldelines for those who would be better
leaders:
1. Trua pote aubordituttes. Push responsibility
clown the ladder and rely more en the energy and talent '
of your subordinates. lf that's not happening, ft may be
becau.se they don't trust the company to reward these
qualities and the company doesn't trust theta to exhibit
such qualities.
SI. Develop a viziou. Subordinates like to know
wherc they're going and why. Leaders must plan for the
long tarro and must be able to sell their vision to
sul›Drclinat.m.
• Zerep your eocl. By demonstrating grace under
prczsure, leaders inspire those around them to stay
calor ar.d act intelligendy,
• Encourale risira. Encoursge subordlnates to Lake
chances and accept en-ors. The future of an enterprise
hes in willingness to experiment and move in untested
J directIons. And leaders must leed the charge personally.
G.
tzr.i c. pera. Do your homework and know at
least as much as your subordlnates.
G. Invite diesent. Srnart leaders hire people with
youth and vitallty— and those who complain a' ). about
the status quo.
7. ri.erlp13...1y. Zero in on es3entials. Come up with
simple answers to coinplex questions.

Management
E12.

MANAGEMENT skills are essential that are appropriate for specific

ta ks and levels of responsibility.
"...people take precedence over projects. And people must be neither
'manipulated' nor even 'msnaged'. Though the latter is less demeaning
to human beings than the former, yet both words are den ved from
'manus' - a hand, and both express a 'handling' of people as if they
were commodities rather than persons."
John Stott
Keypoints:
EJ 2.1 Scopc of Management
Effective management of emerging situations aims to instigate, build,
establish, maintain and improve all the twelve requirements of effective
management outlined in this paper.
EA 2.2 Delegation of Tasks

Delcgation skills are the essence of good management using the principie of
'Tell
Sell —> Involve --S Delegate' and if there is a problem via the
reverse process 'Involve —1> Sell
Tell'. This sequence is an
improvement on the traditional 'Tell
Delegate' principie.
Ir
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212.3 Open Management
Managers must be opon to:
-

knowledge
criticism
the needs of their staff
new ideas from other fields
changes to satisfy new situations.

E12.5 Access
Managers must be available to their staff by:
-

-

allocating time for them
keeping an opon door
avoiding excessive 'business
'waiking around' their officos
visiting field contexts as frequently as possible
attonding regular information e-,:change meetings.

P.S. Some definitions:
A Manager
A Manager is responsible for so large an undertaking that he cannot
supervise it on his own, and therefore needs people (subordinate staff) to
discharge this delegated role.
Management Style
Management style is a description of how managers control, delegate,
communicate, etc.
Management is has been variously described as:
the way to get work done efficiently through others
meeting the needs of others as they work to accomplish their jobs
the way to capitalise on the present whilst providing for the future
to lead, guide and direct operations
to achieve a consensus in the accomplishment of a specific task.

Aims
E2 3.

AIMS to be established and accepted.
"Te11 me", said Alice, "which is the best way to go - well, that
depends on where you want to get" - said the Cheshire cat. "1 don't
mdnd where I am going", replied Alice. "So go any way you wish", said
the Cheshire cat."

Lewis Carroll
Keypoints:
133.1 Definition of Aims
Objectives need to be defined for both short-term and long-terna situations,
and be shared and accepted by all the management team.
E13.2 Short-term and Long-term Goals
Aims of emergency operations need to conform with developmental goals of a
given society.
513.3 Standards
Aims relate to standards of assistance that need to be defined as an
element in preparedness.
03.4 Modesty vs Ambition
Aims need to be fixed that strike a careful balance between over-modest
objectives and utopian expectations.
a3.5 Aims linked to Principies
Aims always need to be defined within a wide framework of principies that
permit flexibility to redefine them to satisfy changing needs and
resources.
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Confidence
ri 4.

MUTUAL CONFIDENCE

has to be established and maintained

"Good leaders refuse to: 'treat pawns like pawns, nor princes ince
princes, but persons like persons'".
McGregor Burns
Keypoints:
04.1 Building and Confidence
Mutual confidence stems from:

-

respect for the leadership
trust relationships
a clear policy for a task
opera administration without hidden agendas
au environment that encourages constructive self-criticism of its
staff and policies - thus permitting learning to occur
information being freely available to those who need it.

Ej4.2 Trust in

Mznaecmcnt

Confidence grows within a management g-stem that aims to facilitate the
development of their people, with the allocation of resources to enable
them to perform effectively.
124.3 Accountability (See Part 1 Attitude No 6)
Mutual confidence is strengthened where patterns of accountability are
strongly developed, i.e.
aid
aid
aid
aid

workers
workers
workers
workers

accountable
accountable
accountable
accountable

to
to
to
to

refugees or disaster victims
national governments
their headquarters staff
their constituency of donors/voters, etc.

124.4 Modela of Management and Relationships of Trust
Mutual confidence is best fostered by decentralisation patterns that permit
the ready forra of information and instructions up and down the management
structures rather than by a centralised 'command and control' style of
management.
FJ4.5 Career Prospects

and Staff Development

Mutual confidence has a lot te do with career prospects.
f achievements
are rewarded or failures noted for corrective constructive action then
confidente can be encouraged. It is eroded when the quality of performance
ic ienored by the leadcrship, thus minimising any aspiration for quality
workrnanship.
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Participation
5.

PARTICIPATORY PLANNING is essential for effective action with minimum
wastage of energy and skills.
"Renewers constantly use words such as teamwork and trust. They are
relentless in fighting office politics and power contexts and in
breaking down the 'welthey' barriers that paralyse action. They are
not lone rangers: there's no emphasis on charisma rather they are
heroic leaders - outstanding people supported by others with heroic
skills."

Bob Waterman
"I must follow the people, am 1 not their leader?"

B Disraeli
"Nothing demotivates people more than the frustration of not being
involved in the decisions that affect them. Over a period of time
Chis =Ices them antagonistic to enz new plans. The time and energy
wasted In repairing the damage caused by lack of consultation and
involvement is far greater and iess fruitful than spending time
thoughtfully at en earlier stage."

Video Artsfrom:
'So you think you can manage'
Keypoints:
5.1 Essential Qualities
Participatory management is best promoted where the qualities listed aboye
under Management Guideline 1.2 are encouraged and developed.
5.2 Role-casting
To enable participatory management to f1ourish, leaders will need to 'rolecast' staff for appropriate tasks in consultation with them.
5.3 Participation vs Speed?
Given the lengthy time it can take to make collective decisions within a
participatory management system, it is esential to determine in advance how
rapid decisions can be taken in crisis situations where urgent issues will
always need to be addressed.
5.4 The Majority Vote Problem
A further problem of popular participation will be referred to under item
6.2 - the taking of essential yet unpopular decisions. Mechanisms are
needed to allow these to take place without the sterilisation from majority
voting for their self-interest.
5.5 Utilisation of available rkills
The greatest asaet of a partici5patory managementy system is its capacity
to maiimise the commitment, skills and knowledge of all the management
teamT—Thor-efore, leadership teams need to continually monitor their human
resources.

Authority
M.

AUTHORITY to act in a given situation.
"You will never have so much authority as when you begin to give it
away."
Anon

Keypoints:
6.1 Seurces of Authority
Just as chiefs and leaders may not be the same (see ítem 1.1) similarly
whilst authority will always go with an office it has other sources.
Therefore there may also be those in a team with en authority that stems
from their knowledge or their behaviour or their high ethical standards in
social relationships.
The implications for managers with implicit authority is the need to expand
their authority of office with the deeper authority and respect that comes
from knowledge, attítudes, behaviour patterns and moral standards that were
outlined in Part 1.
6.2 Authority and Resnonsibility.
For effective working at any point or level in a management structure, an
individual must have authority commensurate with their responsibility.
E16.3 Rigid or Flexible Authority?
In disaster or refugee situations authority is essential but its power has
to be exercised lightly. Within stressful contexts it is essential to
adopt a leadership style that is open, flexible and not coercive.
A characteristic of flexible authority will be the ability of information
to flow up the system. However, if needed the authority must siso be
strong enough to assume centralised responsibility if unpopular decisions
are needed (see ítem 4.4
Paje 36)
el 6.4 Clarity of Authority
The frequent chaos of an emergency situation is due to numerous factors but
a central issue is the lack of clear definitions of authority of the
various participants. It is essential for ah l 'actora' in an emergency to
know to whom they are responsible and how patterns of authority relate to
integrated operations involving voluntary agencies, government bodies and
international organisations.
U6.5 Well-defined Policies
Authority must be based on well.-defined policies. Firstly in order to
avoid confusion if contradictory orders are given, and secondly to allow
the people in low levels to take fast decisions in a proper way if there is
no possibility to consult higher levels.

136.6

Accountabilitz

Authority carnes with it the need for full accountability to the body that
has delegated the authority (see item 4.3
Nay!, 31)
However, such accounhtable relationships can be strictly notional and
mechanisms are needed to ensure that accoutability operates in practice
(see Part 1 Attitude No 6
Fele 15)

Co-ordination
7.

CO-ORDINATION of actions into an integrated well organised response.
"Everyone sees the need for co-ordination of emergency assistance but
no one (repeat no one) wants to be co-ordinated by others."
Ian Davis

Keypoints:

U 7.1

Trust and Confidence

Effective co-ordination is the product of trust and mutual confidence of
groups that share a set of common principies and aims.

Ui 7.2 Practices
Therefore effective co-ordination will not occur amongs strangers who have
first met at the scene of a disaster or refugee emergency. It is essentia1
to practice co-ordination in simulation ezercises.
U 7.3 Control Centres
Co-ordination implies a single point of control for a given set of tasks.
Multiple control centres ac diverse levels are the enemy of effective coordinated action, resulting in a fragmented response.
CI 7.4 Co-ordination and Authority
Co-ordination relates to patterns of authority as noted in item 6.3.
Therefore a leed agency or ministry responsible for co-ordination has to be
identified within preparedness plans.
•7.5 Dynamic vs

Static Co-ordination

Co-ordination is best regarded as a dynamic process that energetically
looks for gaps to be filled by appropriate people or bodies rather than a
static activity that directs the actions of others, similar to that of a
traffic policeman.
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Resources
E18.

RESOURCES to deploy, satisfy identified needs.
The resources of civillsation are not yet exhausted."
W E Gladstone
Our experience would indicate that in most situations there is an
exaggeration of damzge by the authoritS5S—and an under-estimate
of local resources to cope effectively with their own problems."
E M Quarantelli

Keypoints:
L7,18.1

ypes of Resource Available

Authorities need to make an inventory of the location, quantity and
ovailability of the wide range of local resources, which will include:
human power, knowledge and skills
transportation
materials and goods
cash
credit
information dissemination by the media.
08.2 Economic Inputs
In arder to rogenerate the local economy local resources should be used
whenever possible in preference to those from outside the area.
08.3 Financial Flexibility
Budget limits need to be set before a disaster to allow spending in excess
of normal ceilings to facilitate the flow of rapid assistance.
E38.4 StockpilinA
Active stockpiles of goods (often maintained by the private sector) are
more effective than passive stockpiles. This is due to problems of limited
shelf-life of many goods, corruption risks, the high cost of storage, and
the mejor problem of tieing up capital in stockpiles over extended periods
of time.
El 8.5 Cash and Credit
Provision of cash and immediate credit are neglected resources that can be
hig1Sly effective mechanisms for speedy recovery and revitalisation of the
local economy.

Knowledge
£9.

KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS are essential requirements rir managers or
leaders.
"Where is the lite we have lost in living
Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?"
T S Elliot
"Bad decisions are always likely to be mnde where there are political
constraints at work on a situation. But it is much harder for
politicians to make i1l-conceived politically motivated decisions when
good, relevant and usable technical advice is at hand that indicates
recommended actions basad onjjtailed observations and research.'
Anon

Keypoints:
E/9.1 Scope of Knowledge
Officials should aim to know:
-

what to do
when
where
with what resources
why
to whom, and
with what likely consequenceq,

Therefore a 'learning eiivironment' is needed within each agency where
knowledge is valued and encouraged.
G19.2 Documentation of Research Findings
Research is needed with careful documentation and dissemination of results
in arder to replace myths with knowledge.
09.3 Training and Education
These can fill gaps in knowledge and skills and therefore need to be
incorporated in any agency's budget and staff development programme.
09.4 Internal Knowledge
Wise officials will always look for knowledge and skills within any
community of disaster survivors or refugees before importing staff with
such abilities.
09.5 TestiTk
Knowledge and skills have te bc tested in actual disaster/refugee
situations or simulation exercises in arder to prove their effectiveness
or indicate limitations to be addressed.

Evaluation
1110,

EVALUATIOH MONITORING AND FEEDBACK from actions to improve existing
and future programmes.
"Deliberate and conscious learning from experience is not part of the
non-profit welfare trsdition.
Good intentions do not slwa.ys equal
good results. •
Alan Taylor

Keypoints:
t1}l 10.1 Objectives
In arder to monitor or evaluate a programme it is essential to know the
objectives of the cornmunity in question relative to the project. Feedback
mechanisms are also essential back into the project or sponsoring agency.
li;l 10.2 Involvement
In arder to complete an evaluation it needs the involvement of the
community in assessing their own programme and for their observations to be
added to the results to improve new projects.

ta 10.3 Budget Provision

In arder to ensure that monitoring and evaluation occur adequate budget
provision has to be incorporated in all project design work.

ffl 10. 4 In-House or Out-House

Monitoring and evaluation should be a carefullY. balanced mix of 'in-house'
appraisal (for self-learning and 'on-course prograrmne correction'} and
'out-house' scrutiny (for reasons of accountability and to ensure an
external objective view}.

"When complete evaluations should be published to help others to learn from
your set of lessons, obviously some editing will be necessary to remove
names of individuals or agencies being criticised.
010.5 Quality or Quantity
Methods of monitoring and evaluation need to be a mixture of quantitative
and qualitative assessment.

Organisational Structure
Eill. AN ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTUf is a prerequisite for effective management
and protective planning to take take place.
"Every good idea, every exciting concept is useless unless it has a
home."
David Oakley
Keypoints:
011.1 Two-way Flow
It is important in attempting to man,gge an event as complex as a
disaster/refugee situation to have ara organisational structure that
facilitates a smooth communication fiow in both directions.
Information, instructions, advice, encouragement, inspiration, knowledge,
wisdom and resources needs to flow from those able to offer it to those
needing it.
011.2 Authority
Patterns of authority as noted aboye under item 6 need to be established
and maintained.
011.3 Acceptance of the Organisational Structure
It is one thing to ha e a developed organisational structure, but quite
another to have one t at is respected and accepted by those involved in its
operation. Without s ch endorsement/validation any organisation risks
failure or only partial functioning particularly under stress conditions.
0 11.4 Accountability
As noted repeatedly organisations need to become accountable in various
directions that will include the object of concern, i.e. disaster victims,
the donors who have contributed resources to the agency, and to authorities
who authorise work to take place. Such accountability requires mechanisms
to make certain it occurs in practico to avoid 'tokenism'.
Ed11.5 Flexibility
Various guidelines (3.5 and 6.3) have emphasised the need for a flexible
structure that can be sufficiently elastic to accommodate new challenges
and respond in a rapid manner to changing demands. However, thi3
flexibility should.not be regarded as a licence for fax practices or ±11defined procedures, rather it requires more careful planning than a regid
management system. Note particularly the need for Aims to be linked to
Principies (seo 3.5).
PROGRAME MODUS
As a post-script to the discussion on Organisational Structure, the
following list contains several descriptions of common programme models to
be wary of. They are taken from 'The_yKnow How ... An Experiment in
Development Assistance', Inter-American Foundation, Washington DC, 1977.
Lawrence of Arabia Syndrome
tl

The Lawrence of Arabia Syndrome refers to the high failure potential of
projects built around or sustained by a strong central figure which are
therefore, subject to autocratic decision-making and paternalism rather
than true participation.
Beware of projects built around one person and justified on the basis
of that individual's impressive record. These projects are highly
susceptible to the personal whims of the central figure, the time and
effort he or she can make available, and his or her shifting personal
priorities which may not necessarily reflect community needs.

Beware of projects in w114 -h the leadership does not make itseif
accountable to the community for the use of funds or responsible for
the appropriateness of project objectives.
-

Beware, on the other hand, of projects adminsitered by progressive
intermediary groups accountable to a conservative central organisation
or constituency. The ability of intermediaries to act and respond is
often severely restricted, and project expectations should reflect
that potential limitation.

-

Beware of projects in which the community's stated social philosophy
and purpose are apparently in accord with operational principies but
for which the key administrative personnel have not been selected at
the time of the grant. One also should take into account the
pnssibility that the leadership of a project may change during its
formativo stage, transforming the project's character and scope to
such a degree that it may even become counterproductive.
Beware, too, of projects predicated on the expectation that
progressive individuals voicing visionary socio-economic perspectives
can significantly influence the policy decisions of a conservative
organisation. These voices can be isolated, removed, ignored, or
otherwise silienced.

(:)Pollyanna Syndrome
The Pollyanna Syndrome is illustrated by projects in which the required
level of management expertise, marketing ability, or similar administrative
skills were naively underestimated in the romantic belief the , what is
right will emerge triumphant.
-

Beware of projects which assume, that with a little technical help and
a little capital, small autonomous enterprises can be launched which
will be efficiently managed by the chronically unemployed or
underemployed. The tendency to grossly underestimate the complexity
of these business enterprises results in intermediaries continuing to
make management decisions and indefinitely postponing turning over the
decisions to employees.

(1)Messiah Syndrome
The Messiah Syndrome includes cases of high failure potential resulting
from funding en administrative elite that advocates and implements a
project idea that has not been internalised by the affected community.
Funding gives the 'messiah' a favoured position to legitimise this idea, or
even institutionalise it, thereby upsetting the community's natural and
preferred place.
Beware of any projects that experiment with an idea not rooted in the
comnunity directly affected. The need should be identified by the
people, and the problem-solving approach should come out of their
unique experience and their critical reflection on that experience.
Beware of any project in which the people most directly affected are
not fully aware of the risks involved.
Beware of projects that introduce new programme components that have
not been discussed with local people even though the larger project
has won connnunity support and has proved successful.
-

Beware of projects in which urban cities define the goals of rural
projects and then administer the project from en urban location and
perspectiva.
Beware of projects in which a good idea (one that worked somewhere
else) is transplantad on the basis of its alleged intrinsic merit
rather than local demand and acceptance.

-

Beware of projects administered by intermediate groups when the
community does not hav control over the required sources.

°Artificial Insemination Syndrome
The Artificial Insemination Syndrome appears in cases where external
funding serves to artificially indue or sustain the vitality and momentum
of an otherwise static project idea that lacks a community commitment to
action.
-

Beware of projects where funding could exceed the project's natural
growth rato, thus overextending local management and support
capability.
Beare of project adminsitrators who believe they have a special
relationship with tuhnding source and perceive the funding agency as
being obligated to sustain the project.

-

Be careful that toca high a level of outside funding does not make the
project so prematurely or excessively vulnerable to hostile political
pressure that it could not survive.

-

Beware of projects that are the only available income-producing option
and, therefore, attract many participants. The level of participation
is often wrongly equated with community acceptance. It actually
amounts to buying project participants who have virtually no other
choice.

-

Beware of projects that assume that an outside grant will create a
coalition or linkage where they previously did not exist. This may
mean that available funding, rather than natural affinity or shared
action agendas, is supplying the cohesion.

(1)Dr Strangelove Syndrome
Projects characterised by the Dr Strangelove Syndrome serve as vehicles for
social engineering to inculcate and reinforce certain behavioural responses
and attitudes that an administrativa elite believes to be productive or
desirable.
Avoid projects in which people are being experimented upon. These
are projects that have a control group subjected to an innovative
approach whose validity, applicability, and appropriateness which the
individuals did not determine themselves.
-

Beware of projects whose operational assumption is that the people to
be affected o not understand how to co-operate, cannot effectively
participate in decision-making, and must be taught to do so.

-

Beware of projects in which the community's needs and action
priorities are identified by intermediarias or elites, without
critical reflection and analysis by the community, and in which
motivation is considered to be an external function.
Beware, toca, of projects in which a demonstration is expected to
convince people that an action is in their best interests and should
be given top priority. When this fails to stimulate change, the
people are blamed for being undermotivated.

The Dr Strangelove Syndrome has been the focal point of ongoing debate
within the Foundation and rernains a controversial and contested aspect of
project analysis. One sido of the debate takes the form of an ethlcal
imperative against all projects which experiment with human beings by
favouring some and discriminating, by omission, against others. The
opposing view is that control groups are required if experimewnts are to
have validity and recognition. m

lmplications f rom Part 2
These essentials of Disaster Management will only be satisfied where there
is a clear commitment to the task of managing hlghly complex, stressful
situations. As in Part 1 it will be an exceedingly rare occasion when all
the essentials are found to be 'in place'. Therefore to encourage their
growth:

[IJ

Make certain that both leadorship and management are well
established.
Recognise that sorne groups have knowledge, others resources,
others authority, etc. Therefore build m anagement teams that aim
to cover the eleven necessities in Part 2.
Create a stimulating Bnvironment where learning and training are
valued and wanted by all management staff.
Pre-plan (as in Part 4) so that the difficult issues, dilerr:::nas
and problema noted in these guidelines are systematically
developed in 'non-emergency situations'.

1. Leadersl1.i I
1

3ºTeach and t.earn

2.Bt�ild �Teams
4L Pre-Plan

[If you wish to test your (or your organisation's) management skills,
turn to pa8e 58.]

PART 5.
Testing Management Skills

Part 3: TESTING YOUR SELF-MARAGEMENT ABILITIES
"If you cannot manage yourself you cannot manage anyone."

In Part 3 readers can do some self-analysis to gauge their general
effectiveness as managers. At the conclusion of the three tests there will
be a section that discusses the implications of the results of these tests.
The three tests relate to:
PIA

Skills in self-management reviewing eight basic topics.

EIB

Attitudes and personal qualities (as discussed in Part 1).

PIC

Basic management (as discussed in Part 2).

Inevitablty there are overlape between the three tests, but hopefully this
will reinforce some particularly critical issues.
A

Skills in Self Management
4ght Principies

In this
readers
by some
general

section eight guidelines will be suggested as a checklist for
to reflect on their self-management skills. Each will be followed
questions and score sheets that will hopefully test manager's
performance in each area.

[The listing of topics has been drawn from a very helpful book - 'So you
think you can manage' published by Video Arts, Methuen, London 1984,
Chapter 1, The Unorganised Manager, from damnation to salvation, pp 11-34.

PRINCIPLE 1
IF YOU CANNOT MANAGE YOURSELF, YOU CANNOT MANAGE ANYONE.
Note the symptoms of an unorganised manager:
-

A briefcase fuil of work is taken home regularly.
Reports are late.

-

Interruptions fill his day.

-

Not enough timo for him to prepare for meetings or interviews.

-

Dispirited staff due to endless disruption he has caused.

TEST
O Ask yourself, your secretary, your staff and your wife/husband what they
think of your personal management skills. If their answers average:
5
4

Excellent
Very Good

then ignor the next few pagos !
But if they are in the following categories:
3
2
1
O

Good
Weak
Very Bad
Hopeless Case

then read on!

PRINCIPLE 2
YOU CANNOT KNOW HOW TO PLAN IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT TO PLAN
If the aboye description relates to you you may have great difficulty in
clarifying objectives of a given task. Put another way you cannnot 'see
the word for the trees'. [If this is a problem re-read the first three
Basic Management Guidelines 1 Leadership, page 31; 2 Management, page 33
and 3 Aims,'page 35].

TEST

r] Look

at the four most important tasks/projects that currently fill your
desk and your mind, and ask three questions:
1.

What are the primary, long and short-tem objectives of each task?

2.

Have the aims been broken down into manageable sections (i.e. the
target for this week, 6 months, 1 year?).

3.

How do you know whether the aims are being achieved or not?
Primary Objective
of Task

Short Term
Objective

Long Term
Objective

PRINCIPLE 3

THE MANAGER WHO DOESN'T KNOW HIS JOB ENSURES THAT NOBODY ELSE KNOWS
THEIRS
If you found yourself in a situation where you are 'at sea' without a sense
of direction and the necessary knowledge to act, what should you do?
[Re-read Attitude No 12 Openness, Teachability and Humility, page 24, and
Basic Management Guideline No 10 Knowledge and Skills, page 42]

TEST
1.

Write out your job description.

2.

Are you confident in your ability to perform well in all aspects of
your job?

3.

If the answer is negative, where do you need knowledge and what nena
skills do you require? How can you acquire them?

JOB DESCRIPTION

PRINCIPLE 4
THOSE WHO HAVE TIME FOR EVERYONE END IIP HAVING TIME FOR NO ONE
1.

Plan your time.

2.

Spend time to make time.

3.

Take full control of the time at your disposal.

4.

Remember that time is a budget itero and an expensive one at that.

5.

Time management will grow out of a clear understanding of your aims.

TEST
[21.

What are you here for within your organisation?
Do your answers match the purpose of your organisation?

E33.

Do you have a time management plan?

04.

Are you controlled by the casual demands of others on your time, or
have you decided who to see for how long, how often, when and why?

What are your main functions in your organisation?

What is the purpose of your organisation?

Note any obvious descrep ancy between the aboye answers.

PRINCIPLE 5
IT IS EASTER TO BE BUSY THAN TO GET THINGS DONE
1.

Make a list of all the jobs you have to get done
tem tasks.

2.

Study the contenta, it will contain:

all short and long-

large and small tasks
urgent and non-urgent
immediate and long-term
boring and interesting.

TEST
Ull.

Make the two lists of short and long-term tasks as noted aboye.
Think about the items on your list and mark in red the tasks which
hele you to achieve the primary purpose of your job.

SeeMaleroae2e1.2.~~nossá•le.e..111.111610■MI

Your Short-term Tasks

PRINCIPLE 6
WHAT IS URGENT IS NOT NECESSARILY THE SAME AS WHAT IS IMPORTANT
1.

Before scheduling a task you must determine two things about it:
(a) How long to spend on it?
(b) How quickly you need to complete it?
(c) Remember that urgent tasks are not necessarily important tasks.
Many tasks that people demand from you 'yesterday' are trivial
items that don't merit much of your precious time. Therefore
deal with trivial matters NOW leaving lots of time for important
tasks.

TEST
1.

Make two lists of URGENT and IM P ORTANT tasks you have undertaken in
the last week.
Try to honestly say how much time you devoted to each.

n3.

Were the urgent tasks trivial or important?

Important Tasks:

..21.ern.upvetroracluat*,..-..a,wensarawnom
vanc...vawr,..,,...msraleasounmuatvalegaas lemeruzzarlonusxusae,olue,

PRINCIPLE 7
DOING YOUR TAUS IS NOT THE SAME AS DOING YOUR JOB
E. Ira •,m •I. •

1.

.2. n

Tasks fall inta two categories:
Active Tasks - the ones you must do to achieve the objective of your
job.
Reactive Tasks - All the others - all the junk that lands on your
Te-jk—jitch day that has to be dealt with to keep things running.
The danger is to spend so much time on Reactive Tasks that you fail to
address Active Tasks.

TEST
all.

List the Active Tasks you are currently undertaking.

C12.

List the Reactive Tasks.

E13.

How can you re-allocate more time for Active Tasks and reduce the time
spend on Reactive Tasks?

Your Active Tasks:

Your Reactive Tasks:

IMPLAMMUIX1.4.

PRINCIPLE 8
DELEGATION IS NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH ABDICATION
AND DELEGATION IS NOT ABOUT GIVING TA,SRS TO PERFORM, IT IS ABOUT
GIVING A RESULT TO ACHIEVE
There are three obstacles to effective delegation:
1.

Fear of losing control.

2.

Regret at giving up jobs you enjoy.

3.

Belief what you can cope with the job yourself.

TEST
C21.

When you delegate do you:
interfere with your staff to check if they are doing the job?
follow the dumbell diagram in Management Guideline 2, page 33,
'Tell
Sell
Involve
Delegate', or do you short circuit
this to Tell
Delegate?

C22.

How effective are you at delegation? Mark yourself, and ask a key
person on your staff to whom you regularly delegate to assess your
performance on this scale:
5
4
3
2
1
O

Excellent
Very Good
m Good
Weak
Very Bad
Hopeless

If the answers average below 3 re-read the guidelines - Attitudes: No
2 Faith and Trubt, page 11; Basic Management Guidelines No's 4 Mutual
Confidence, paga 36, and 5 Participatory Planning, page 37
Having tested yourself against the eight self-management principies, the
following score sheets are a summary of Part 1 Attitudes and Part 2 Basic
Management Guidelines.

LIB.

Self-Eva iation Test
Attitudes and Personal Qualities

Ring the appropriate number:
5
4
3
2
1
0

-

Excellent
Very Good
Good
Weak
Very Bad
Hopeless

1.

You can Inspire others and give
Encouragement to them.
--------

5

4

3

2

1

You have Faith and Trust in those
you work witl-

5

4

3

2

1

You display Kindness, Respect and
Compassion to others

5

4

3

2

1

You are an Impartial person with
a concern for Justice in dealing
with people

5

4

3

2

1

Integrity, you are Honest and
Dependable

5

4

3

2

1

You act Responsibily and are
anxious to become Accountable to
those aboye and below you

5

4

3

2

1

You act with Courage and Confidence,
and you display Persistance in
pursuing atask

5

4

3

2

1

You are an Adaptable and Flexible
person

5

4

3

2

.1

You are Creative and Lmaginative
in your work

5

4

3

2

1

10. You are Patient and manage to remain
Calor in a crisis situation

5

4

3

2

1

11. You pay careful attention to your
Health

5

4

3

2

1

12. You have a 0ood sense of Humour and
use it with sensitivity to others

5

4

3

2

1

13. You are Open, Teachable and Humble

5

4

3

2

1

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

You are a person with high

-

®C.

.31f-Evaluation Test:
Basic Management Guidelines

[Please note. The eleven topics are a mixture of skills, qualities,
approaches and capabilities. Whilst some relate to individuals others are
concerned with organisations. Therefore, when _you score you may be
relating this to yourself or your organisation]
Ring the appropriate number
5
Excellent
4
Very Good
3
Good
2 - Weak
1
Very Bad
O
Hopeless
1.

Assess your Leadershin ability

5

4

3

2

1

2.

How good are you as a Manager of
people, resources and tasks

5

4

3

2

1

Are you able to clarify Aims and
take them seriously

5

4

3

2

1

Are you 'good' with people, and
is there Mutual Confidence in the
way you manage?

5

4

3

2

1

Do you encourage Participatory
Planning, and decision making

5

4

3

2

1

Is Authority clearly defined and
applied effectively in your
organisation

5

4

3

2

3.
aVaalleset,

4.

5.

6.
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7.

8.

How effective are you as a
Co-ordinator

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

Are the essential Resources
available within your organisation
for use in a disaster situation, i.e.
human power
transporation
mz.terials and goods
cash
credit
information
11•11.1.113.11.112210191.,

9.

Do you have the Knowledge to act, i.e.
-

what to do
when
where
with what resources
why
to whom and
with what likely consequences
,....ecnwnacaerw,

..............uravekuaavammr.zatromes"celAwaykatMusuunnotsecleammumwas....~:a1611.151:0ate.

10. Do you or your agency Evaluate,
Monitor and Feed back the reaults?

5

4

3

2

1

11. Do you have an adequate
Orlanisational Structure to enable
afectiva management to occur?

5

4

3

2

1

Implica.tions f rom Pa.rt 3
The aim was to help each reader learn about their relative strengths and
weaknesses in attitudes, skills and management capabilities. In most cases
there is likely to be a rather even balance where some tapies score highly
whilst others are low. Where resulta are peor the implications may be:

[!]

To build management teams where your majar weaknesses are well
covered by others.
To encourage your own organisation's leaders to look at itself
to see whether it acts as a facilitator or hindrance to
staff dGvelopment.
To embark on a self-development programme focussed on your weak
spots.
To re-define your job description to capitalise on your obvious
strengths and remove weaker areas from your work.

1ª Buíld Teams

2. The Organisation

lD.SeU-Development 4. Re-Define Jobs
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PART4
Protective Planning

Part 4: PROTECTIVE PLANNING
Introduction
As stated at the outset (page 5
) the process of protective planning is
the Droduct of the Attitudes/Personal Qualities and Management Structures
whic<1 were tested in Part 3.
From the basis of the earlier discussion this final section aims to take
readers through a progressive sequence of eight phases of Protective
Planning. At the conclusion of the discussion in this sequence the process
of planning will be summarised with five key elements.

ft"rotective Planning 1_8 Phase
PROTECTIVE PLANNING IN EIGHT PHASES (See Fig 1 Page 63)
The following model is an example of the essential steps in
primarily focussed
contingency planning for disasters. The pattern
on fast-impact disaster situations, such as floods, cyclones,
earthqpakes etc. The pattern would have to be adopted for drought,
refugee or technological disaster situations. In addition the model
will always need to be adopted to suit local conditions.
PHASE 1 INSTIGATICN
NATURE OF PHASE:
This phase is concerned with the ACTIVATION of the plan.
CM1.1 Disasters as Triggers of Protection
Normally Preparedness or Mitigation planning is initiated after a
major disaster that results in an enhanced political concern to avoid
a repetitin of the tragedy. But such concerns decline rapidly over
time so wise officials will need to move rapidly in the immediate
post-disaster phase to initiate the planning process.
E11.2 Integration of Protective Neasures in Development Planning
Disasters result from physical, social, economic and political
vulnerability. Therefore, any protective process must avoid isolating
the subject from national, regional and local development planning of
which it is a key element.
1.3 Pre-conditions for Protective Planning
In order to plan against disaster it is essential to have:
-

Political will to make it work
Cash
Public awareness and concern
An agency possessing gcxd leadership to instigate the plan

01.4 Scope of Protective Planning
Protective planning must not be merely regarded as a plan on paper or
a loose-leaf manual,it can be far wider than this embracing:
-

Laws/ccdes of practice
Enabling legislation
Emergency plans
Trained staff
Emergency control centres
Passive stockpiles of emergency goods
A communications system

1.5 Type of Government Ministry/Agency/Office to Co-ordinate
Protective Planning
Of the various mcdels that have been used in disaster-prone countries
le:
Model 1: A co-ordinatIng Office within the Prime Min]ster, Cabinet or
Presidenta office.

-

The first idodel has been found to be rnost effective. There are
several reasons for its success:
-

It 'outranks' other ministries thus caurtittoc members are
obligated to attend.
It facilitates co-ordination which is very difficult in Models 23 due to normal rivalries for status and resources of diverse
groups.

-

It is .
the centre of political power and influence.- which
is very useful when obtaining resources for disaster planning and
essential in the management of a major emergency situation.

Mcdel 2: A specific Ministry for Disaster Planning
Mcdel 3: A re unit within various ministries for disaster planning.
Model 4: A voluntary Disaster Co-ordinatíng Council.
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PHASE .?_ ACHIEVING !:::_ BALANCE BE'IWEEI\T RISKS AND RESOURCES
cnecklist of tapies to cover:

11 .tUSK ASSl::SSMENT OF DISASTERS: HAZAiID i\AJ?PING
Disaster History
Prediction Techruc;ues
Vulnerability Anaysis Techni�ues:
Physical Vulnerability
Human Vulnerability
hazard l•..apping 'I'echnic_jues
Dwironrnental Monitoring
fJ OiARACTERIS'l1ICS OF' NA'IURP.L DISASTERS:
Characteristics of the following hazards, and reports of their impact:
F..arth(_juakeí'T'sunami
Landsl ideíL,Jdslid eíRoela all
Volcanic Eruption
Eigh \Vrnás: TornadoÍCyclone (I-lurricane, Typhoon)
Floc<l
Aval anche
Bush, Forest Fire
Düst Ston;i
Drought
11 O !- ARl\CTERISTICS OF Ti:CHNOLCGICAL DISASTERS:
Characteristics of t...he folJ..01nng hazards, and reports of their irr.pact:
Urba.n and Industrial Fires
Inoustrial Accidents
Chemical Spillages
Pollution - Atmospheric, \vater, Ground
Transi,::ortation of liaz2rdm1s )',Jaterials
ll CBl1RAG'1::iUSTICS OF í/JiJ�SÍCIVIL ST.RIFE
Wa.rs and Civil Strife, ano re¡=orts of their impact:
Carnage patterns
11.l CI-IARJ,.CTERISTICS OF RfilüG".i:E SITUATIONS
The nature of a Refugee Er.ergency
/'-,ssessr;-ient Techni<;ues
L1 CI-iARAC11ERISTICS OF I:TIDEMICS/PANDEMICS
The Nature of I.:p1derucs
The Spread of Epid6�ics
¡;3 NATURE OF' PHAS.2 2:
Collectwn of DATA and its

L:r"SIS

11JW,

Th1s Phase of PJ anrung conce::.--11s two processes:

2A Risk Assessment and
2B Resource Assessment

2a

Risk Assessment
Keypoints:
t. National governments need to develop their risk assessment
capability
Therefore, it is necessary to set up research and development
organisations, where these are not already established, to undertake
all the necessary stages in risk assessment.
Z. Data is necessary on hazard and disaster occurrence
Therefore, collect information in a systematic manner on the
frecjuency, magnitude and location of the relevant hazards.
Data is aleo necessary on vulnerability
Therefore, collect information in a systematic manner on the
vulherability of comrnunities, buildings and economic activities to the
effects of natural hazards and disasters.
Prediction of future hazards and disasters is a kev to effective
mitiqation planning
Therefore, develop the predictive abilities of the research and
development organisations responsible for risk assessment.
Risk assessment should not be undertaken in isolation from
planning and decision-making
Therefore, establish, maintain and develop links between the geoscientists working in risk assessment organisations and the land-use
planning and other organisations, so that the results of risk
assessment programes can be useful and used.
(The aboye keypoints were developed for the TJNDRO Manual on Mitigation
Planning Publication 1989.)
See Fig 3 for a description of the Interface of Hazards and
Vulnerability.
Resource Assessment
Keypoints:
Saving established the risks through the dual process of Hazard
Mapping and Vulnerahilíty Analysis, it is now essential to assess
available resources:
:

Inventorb of Resources

Resources will include:
Human Resources (energy; skills; labour; knowledge; experience;
leadership; authority; local institutions)
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Cash and credit facilities

-

Enabling legislation (ie to rrlease government resources,
vehicles/fuel/staff and to hit normal financial Units)

-

goods (either in government stocks or in private sector)

t3 9

Access and Lcgistics

Part of the resource assessment will be to establish:
-

where resources are
in What guantity
who controls them
how they can be deployed to another location

3

External Sources

When the above keypoints have been completed, it will be bossíble to
identify gaps that will need to be filled from external sources. This
process will inítially consider in this order:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

adjacent regions of country
neighbeuring countries
strong well established bilateral/International links
UN Red Cross systems
General international appeals for help

3.

PHAS� l DECISION MA.KING

11 Nl,TURE OF PHhSE
i::ecide on a course of action no\, you are armed v,i th data on Risks and
Resources.
Keyp:)lnts:
1m 1

[efrning

-ª� Acceptable

Level of Risk

The tasks of Risk and Resource assessment are tecbnical and
administrative, now the process moves into the political arena as
off1c1.als decide on a min�Ttum level of protection they can afford.
IJ 2 Bxit �outes
Phase 4 may be used wllere politicians and leaders decide that disaster
protection is not a viable option and that other risks (ie lack of
health/education/rn1ployment) are more pressing concems requiring
government action.

a3

Standards of Protection

Officials can protect against a 2, 5, 10 or 100 year flcxxi level, or
against a 4.0-8.0 Richter scale earthyuake. The aefinition of the
standard is often a pohtical decision and will relate to econornic
levels and their other priority concerns.
f:!il 4

LJ.felines

Certain facilJtJ.es >1ill need higher levels of protection.
norr.0lly termed 'lifclines', ie:

These are

Buildings of public assembly ie Schools/Mos�ues/Churches/Ciner:ias
Fey emergency resources ie
Meaical/Police/hdnunistratJ. ve/Telephone/hater /.Radio-'lV lrnks
Cultural rronurilellts/resources ie libraries/mu seuiiiS/ J.rn?'.)rta.nt
historical buildings.

.

PLASE 5 DETAILED PROTECTIVE PLANNING

E NATURE OF PliASE:
Plan in both the long and short teim for the mitigation of future
disasters, and in anticipation of disasters.

Mitigation Planning
Checklist of topics to cover:
Cuides, handbooks and Manuals
Links Between Mitigation and Development
Elements in a bilitigation Plan: (Fast-impact disasters)
- Structural and Non-structural flitigation Measures
- Retrofit Measures
- Protective Energency Structures (cyclone shelters/mounds)
- Research and development of Safe Buildings/infrastructure
- Lifeline Engineering
- Lifeline Resources for enhanced standards of Protection
- Building Códes/Bye-laces
- Land-Use Planning Controls
Elements in a Iitication Plan: (Drought/Famine situations)
- Farly-warning advance indicators
- Water Harvesting Technicpes
- Development of animal camps for livestock Protection
- Focd Security Systems including Food Storage
24

Elements in a Mitigation Plan: (Technological hazards)
- On, and off-site Protection Plans for Hazardous Industrial
Plant
- Walning Systems
Elements in all Mitigation Plans:
- Co-ordination and Financing Preventive Measures
- Public Awareness/Perception of Risk
- Cash Grants/Subsidies/Insurance Protection
- Training and Education for Protection against Disaster

Mitiqation Planninq
Keypoints:
(The following section is drawn from the uNpRo Guidelines on
Mitigation Published in 1989)

IXPLEXEITATIOW: REQUIREXEWTSAID XECHAIISXS
The plan of a castle symbolises a balaneed strategy for risk reduction.
Each bastion represents one of the necessary vital elements to protect
lives and property. This castle metanhor is useful for two reasons:
first, the implementation
strategy has to be as strong as
possible to resist the powerful
and extreme forces that are
uniquely experlenced in a
disaster. Secondly, just as
many castles have collapsed by
interna' neglect rather than
external pressures, the
strategy has to be strong
enough to wlthstand public and
political apathy that
inevitably prevails in the long
period between the stimulus of
mejor disasters.
The following are rine crucial
requirements and mechanisma for
effective implementation: they
are the bastions of the castle.
Castle Implementation Symbol
Fía 1I
Gcvernmental resources
d.. Political will and conndtnent. without strong pressure from the centres
of political power in a given country to introduce, develop and maintain
disaster protection measures, then all other activities are likely to be
at best token responses. Political will is most likely to originate
from the mejor failure of measures to counter a disaster. Therefore
responsible and concerned officials may need to draft their proposals
down to the last detall and await the inevitable disaster, which will
serve as a catalyst and leed to positive and rapid action without the
delay in plan formulation at that stage.
2. Eesources. Yo disaster mitigation strategy can succeed without some
resources, however modest, and the allocation of there resources from
other competing government or prívate sources requires power to be
exercised in favour of disaster mitigation rather than those other
functions of government.
Such effective management nay grow out of the annual task of preparing
the national budget. For the expenditure of modest suma of =ley ten a
continual basic, there are mejor potential benefits in lives that can be
saved and property protected. This is both the aim and output of a
balanced risk reduction strategy.
3. Goverr~nt Modele. An excellent way to communicate the need for safe
environments is for governments to provide an example of safe practice
so that all the buildings or services they construct and maintain are
built to high safety standards. This will have two effects, firstly
the designers, buildexs and engineers who construct in a safe manner
will lcarn from this experdence. Secondly, the physical environment
1,7111 become progressively safer in key areas where protection is of
paramount importance.

Legal
Framework

G1Jvernment
as Example
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well understood, but it remains unusual for any government, ministry,
agency or even offícíais to have the oyeran responsibility for coordinating risk reduction actions. Laws can be drafted by one sector of
a government which bear no relationship to how they will be implemented
by another, for example how they are financed or taught. Such laws may
even prescribe safety measures whieh have still to be developed by yet
another government agency.
Therefore effective implementation of disaster mitigation requires
strong management, to integrate all elements finto a cobensive pattern.
Disaster mitigation aleo requires foresight. Vithout this leadership
and skills at many different levels of government, and in the prívate
sector, implementation will be slow and patchy.
Knowledge and skills.
5. Public awnreness. Via their taxes the public paye for risk reduction
measures, and many will be involved directly or indirectly in their
Implementation, particularly their maintenance. Therefore the public
needs to be informad about the nature of hazards, their vulnerability,
and about safety measures. Also the 'motor' that drives a risk reduction
strategy, and puto continual pressure on governments, is a heightened
public awareness of the issues and opportunities for protective action.
At the specific level of preparedness planning the public will be
directly involved in local community level safety precautions.
Implementation of effective disaster mitigation is aleo likely to
require developing new programmes or new works. This will require many
different skills, from those of the disaster relief agency to those of
the scientist and engineer.
6. Training and education. After a disaster strikes, a long term education
programme is likely to be necessary to prevent the recurrence of similar
disasters in the future. Therefore if buildings have failed in ay
earthquake, or crops have been lost through flood impact, then it will
be necessary te educate architects or agriculturalists in techniques te
resist these processes. Builders and farmers need to be trained how to
apply improved hazard resistant techniques.
Kew laws requiring innovative mensures will always imply that someone is
trained to use them. Therefore this education element in disaster
mdtigation is vital, yet because of its low political profile it remains
the mcst neglected cf all the mitigation measures.
7. Research and developwont. Implem,entation will be effective and
efficient if it builds en a continuing programme of rtesearch and
debvelopment in all aspecto of disaster mitigation, including risk
assessnent, planning, the effectiveness of alterantives measures and the
perfornece of mitigation planning itself.
Destrictions and incentivos
13. Legal fraeeework. Laws repreGent restrictions for governments and
communitles but they are essential for disaster mititgation
leplementation for two reasons: first, they establish safety standards,
and secondly, they constitute e vital element in public education.

However there are persistent problems in their introduction and use.
Of�en they are h astily drafted and enacted after a disaster to express
pclitical concern. To achieve baste they lll3Y � based on an
inappropriate model that relates t a totally different culture or
economic s1tuat1on. Thus, the California Seismic Design Code has formed
the basis !or eartbquake safety codes throughout Latin America, in many
highly inappropriate situations.
A further problem concerns law enforcement. Xany poor countries simply
cannot afford to set up an adequate system to enforce laws - and
consequently legal control& lose their e&sential public respect.

D9.

The final problem concerns the relevance o! laws to the poor.
Frequently Gtandards of building that require additional expenditure are
enshrined in laws which are totally irrelevant to poor fa:milies. World
Bank statistics indicate that ju�t under 50� of the world'c population
o! 5,000 :m.illion currently survive on an annual average income of $270
or less: to them the costs of disaster mitigation are an aweGome burden.
Ca.sh incentives. As a contrast to the 'stick' cf lQgal constraints,
cash incentives provide a 'carrot' that can offer induce:ments .for
individual families, entire coill.lllUnities or large companies to adopt
disaster resi.tance.
Incentives can include cash grants or low interest loans to fa:m.ily units
to JM.ke their homes more resistant to high winds. Or they can extend to
an entire col:Olllunity who :may use a 'community incentive grant' to raise
the ground floor l0vel of their homes to make them flood resis�ant.
Reduced insurance premiums can be used to encourage middle-income
families to build above !lood plains, and tax incentives can be offered
to the private sector to comply with hazard resistant building codes in
the design of office buildings, factories etc.

5b

Establishing a series of Performance Standards in Preparedness
Planning
Checklist of topics to cover:

EIDISASTER PREPAREDNESS (for Natural, Technological, [par and Refugee
Situations)
•
•
O
•
•

Guides, Handbooks and Manuals
Statistics
Agency/government reports on preparedness planning
Country Profiles relative to disaster planning
Development of Emergency Crganisations
E,acoples of Preparedness Plans:
- International level
- National Plans
- Regional Plans
- Local, Comunity Based Plans
- Agency Plans

•

Elements in Preparedness:
- Allocation of Roles/Tasks
- Errergency Housing and Refugee Camp Planning
- Evacuation Planning
- arning Systems
- Stockpiling and Procurement of Goods
- Inventory of Available Resources
- Communication Systems
- Information Systems, Media ›Janagement
- Training and Education
- Simulations and Drills
- Public Awareness Programmes
- Safety Measures for Life and Personal Property
- Safety Measures for Public Property
- Protection of Refugees and Displaced Persons
- hunan Dehaviour in Disaster/Refuoee Situations
- Organisational Eehaviour in Disaster/Refugee Situations
- l conornic Aspects
- Legal Aspects
- The Role of the Media

lECHNIQUES FOR ThE DEVELOPYIZIT OF SKILLS FOR DISASTER/REFUGEE
PPEPAREDNESS
-

-

Leadership
Management
Crisis Management
Delegation
Co-ordination
Assessing Needs
Assessment:
- Lazard 141appina
- 'Vulnerability Assessment
Assessing Resources
Authority
Accountability
Budgetary Control and Financial i,Janagement
Forward Planning
Developent of an Agency Preparedness Plan
Developing Simulation Exercises
d d

- Report Writing
- Writing a Project Proposal
- Public Speaking
- Chairing a meetin„
- Handling the Media
-

Staff Development
Organising a Training Programe
Monitoring and Evaluation
Building an 'Agency Memory'

Performance Targets

E 1. Establish Emergency/Disaster Planning Group and define National Priorities.
E 2. Name National Disaster Coordinator.
E 3. Define Roles/Functions of key agencies in Emergency/Disaster Management and a system for
regular revicw.
gla

4.

Review legal arrangements for disaster action.

E 5. Provide National Coordinator with adequate support including named Emergency
Coordinators/Liaison Officers with key Ministries, Emergency Services, Utilities.
6.

Review and catalogue past disaster events and list credible emergency events. .

E 7. Establish procedures for coping with the major disaster threats and test by simulations.
8.
£ 9.

Develop list of key resources (Persons, Facilities, Equipment, Supplies, etc.).
Identity and map (where possíble) arcas with special problems (eg. flood prone areas, landslide
prone arcas).

10. Develop Emergency Shelter Policy and Programrne (covering selection, management,training
staff, etc.).
El 1 1 . Review system for local mobilisation and counter disaster action in case of isolation.
fi 12. Develop and maintain an emergency telecornmunication system to ensure the coordination
of Emergency Operations involving ernergency services (Security, Health, Fire, Public Utilities); the prívate and voluntary sector (Amateur/CB Operators).
13. Develop strategies for loss reduction in the public and private sector focussing on key arcas
such as critical facilities, housing, agriculture, tourism, ports and shipping, etc.
rull. Develop a Damage Assessment System/Procedures to facilitate rapid and efFective post impact
action.
015. Establish /Equip a suitable Emergency Operations Centre capable of handling emergency
telecommunications and facilitating coordination of emergency response involving many services.
1916. Irnplement a comprehensivo Disaster Public Aareness, Information and Education
Prograrru-ne involving Government Information Houses, the Mass Media, Schools, Voluntary
Agencies, etc.
L217. Establish a three ycar programmc for training of persons to support Emergency Management
Action.
318. Establish a three ycar prograrnme and task force to revicw loss reduction measurcs involving
the Physical Planning, Town Planning, Building Inspection , Geological Rescarch, Housing
Agencies and Vocacional Training Institutos as well as professional organizations (Enginecrs,
Architects, etc.).
019. Name Emergency Coordinators for key scctors such as IIcalth, Public Works, etc., to support
National Disaster Action.
2120. Identify ongoing (Bilateral/Multilateral) tcchnical Cooperation Prograrnmes which can facilitate de.velopnumt of National Disaster Programrne Objectives.
0 Franklin MLcdonald
Pan Caribbean Disaster
Preparedness Project

e

PhASE

6 CHECELIST:

NATURE OF

PROTECIIVE PLANNING

SE:

At this stage it is important to 'take stock' and verify that all
essential tasks or Disaster Protection have been planned for:
Keypoints:
hazards must be known:

1-- A. Potential hazards must be identified, and have been located.
5!

B.
C.

Incidence of Hazard occurrence must be calculated.
Secondary risks must be identified.
OVulnerabilities must be known:

A.
B.
C.

3

Nho and what is at risk must be determined.
Likely damage and disruption must be assessed.
Human needs must be anticipated.
MiRisks are known, as a product of hazards/vulnerability:
P1Prevention and Mitigation measures must be in place:

5a

A. Structural mitigation measures must be
B. Non-structural mitigation measures rec,uired must be instituted.
C. A budget must be known to cover protection costs.
The Preparedness System must be in readiness:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

All parties should be in a state of readiness.
A focal point for preparedness must e:cist.
A management system for emergency response must be in place.
Plans must exist and Planning occur reg,ularly.
Training and practices must be routine.
Effective warning systems must be on alert.
Authorities and the Public must be fully inforiJed.

(Adapted by Ian Davis from list by Lverett Ressler)

PHASE 7 ' 'r,STIUG THE PLAN
EINATURE OF PBASE:
To sea if the plan works in practica.

7a

Testino the Plan in a Disaster Situation
Checklist of topics to cover:
CIEMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Assessment of Dahage
Assessnent of Survivors needs
Search and Rescue
Emergency Operations Centres (ECX s)
Basic Needs:
- Shelter and Refugee Camp Planning
- Water
- Food
- Management of severa Nutritional Emeroencles
- Medical Care/Health Management
- Management of Mass Casualties
- Epidemiological Considerations
- First Aid
- Sanitation
- Psvchological Care
Crisis Management
Logistics and Supply
Evacuation
Communications
Operational Procedures for Emergency Staff
Insurance
Monitoring, 1- eporting Technicpes and Evaluation of Fnergency
Provision
REe7DVERY/RECONSTRUCTION MANAG1',I.EraT

Reconstruction Strategies:
- Planning Process, eefinition of priorities
- Repairs
- Temporary Housing
- Relocation Options
- Resettlement
- Housing Reconstruction
-- Economic Recovery
Infrastructure repair:
- Communications
- Water Supply
- Sanitation
- Roads/Bridges etc
Agricultural recovery
Huhan, Organisational Recovery
Institution and Leadership building
Aepatriation of Refuc,ees
Keypoints:

If preparedness exists, follow the plan and modify it during the
recovery period.
112- If preparedness does not exist, and there is no contingency plan,
Chen use the disaster to rapidly formulate a plan of action.
193 List necessary actions, place in priority order, ie:
(1) Any further risks to survivors to address (ie fire after
earthqpake, structural damaae).
(2) Care of 'iounded. If resources are limited apply 'triage':
Severely injured
but capable of
recovery

Severely injured
will probably
die

Minor
Injuries

(3) Search and rescue.
(4) Assessment of needs and damage.
(5) Regrouping.
(Please note the above are all parallel activities which ideally
should take place concurrently).
To summarise:
(1) Reduce further risks to people/property.
(2) Care for injured.
(3) Se,Rrch/rescue.
(4) Commence assessment.
(5) Assist population to regroup.
(6) Meet needs that cannot be satisfied by the survivors.
M Testing the Plan in a Simulation Exercise
Simulations can vary from a desk top exercise where participants
'role-play' a disaster scenario to a major grill where emergency
vehicles are called to the scene of an accident, hospital wards are
cleared for casualties etc. both have their place, obviously the
'drills' are costly and disruptive exercises whilst the former have a
minimal cost.
EV.L
All plans are incomplete until tested and validated by those
involved.
As has been stated
simulations tackle the problem
of co-erdination by practice. Without such exercises co-ordination
may remain a dormant issue waiting to emerge as a major problee within
the pressure of a disaster situation.
E.7
Generally speaking the best simulations are based on carefully
researched details from actual events in a similar disaster to the one
being anticipated. Simulations based on abstract
countries/towns/events can be counterproductive due to two factors:
(a) They may be too highly coloured with too many problems, extreme
aid conditions etc.

82

(b) Participants have to believe in what they are doing, credibility
of the scenario is essential.
If a past 'real situation' is followed then a very useful post-script
can be for the leaders of the exercise to infolm the participants what
actually transpired.

PHASE

e

CONSOLIDA1E THE LESSONS FROM THE TEST OF THE PLAN

Involve he entire team in detailed post-action briefings. Wh_re
major changes are needed these need to be very carefully weighed
before drastic changes are introduced on the basis of a single
experience.
Feedback lessons to all stages of the plan sequenece (see dotted lines
in diagram on Fig 1). For example changes may be found to be needed
in the risk-assessment process, the decision making process etc.

Planning
ESUMMARY OF KEY ISSUES IN THE PROTECTIVE PLAN
Having completed the discussion in the eight phases of Protective Planning
the following post-script aims to summarise five key elements in this
planning process:
EIA PROTECTION PLAN should be developed as a prerequisite to emergency
management.
"Let Pharaoh appoint commdssioners over the land to take a fifth of
the harvest of Egypt during the seven years of abundance. They should
collect all the food of these good years that are comíng and store up
the corn to be kept in the cities for food. Thís should be held in
reserve to be used during the seven years of famdne that will come
upon Egypt so that the country may not be ruined by the fandne."
Genesis 41 vs 34-36, (c..17QC)BC)
"Preparedness Plans are never fínite static objects reminiscent of an
architects plan for a new building - painstakenly produced, norzally
just used once,then rest within a plan chest with no valid function to
serve. In contrast Preparedness, once started, is a dynamic process
that should never stop as long as risks remain. Effective
preparedness piens are continually modífied from learníng experiences,
and constitute a key element in a society's protection."
Ian Davis
Essential Components
Protection plans need to be:
flexible
a balance of risks against resources
up-to-date
realistic
linked to normal development plans
well-rehearsed
a linkage of long-term measures (mitigation) and short-term
anticipatory actions (preparedness)
Linkages
On the principle that 'no chain is stronger than its weakest link' it is
essential to look very hard at all the links in the plan since experience
would indicate that it is at these points that breakdowns are most likely
to occur.

'Fail.-Safe' Mechanisms
All the key elements in the protection system must be in duplicate so that
the risk of failure is minimised (i.e. double radio coverage, all chiefs to
have deputies, etc.)

help remember this fundamental principle of duplication of key
elements, consider your own body: two ears, hands, arms, feet, kidneys,
lungs, etc, and a double respiratory system of nose and mouth.)
rbez
0,U

Supervision of .Lie Plan
It is essential that in any agency preparedness plan one indivisual is in
charge of developing, maintaining and monitoring the plan as it is applied
in an emergency situation.
CE Human-based Protection
Plansmust be flexible, built around people, and not assume that people
will fit into pre-determined slots. Therefore Preparedness and Mitigation
needs to be responsive to continually changing needs.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1
SIGuidelines for Writing up your Experiences in the Management or Observation
of Disaster Relief or Reconstruction Assistance
Alan J Taylor
[These Guidelines were written in 1982 and have been useful in all the
workshops organised by the Disaster Management Centre. We are endebted to
Alan Taylor for his perceptive insights which have been appreciated by
numerous workshop participants.]
Disaster relief and reconstruction aid organisations are beginning to
recognise the importance of training in the highly complex business of
decision-making for emergency response. Yet although the activity in
itself is well established, study and documentation of the process is not.
To advance our collective stock of knowledge in this area, to help you to
crystalise some of your own thoughts and experience, and to help in our
mutual training effort, you have been asked to prepare a document for use
in a forthcoming training course or seminar. These notes are intended to
help you in the process.
11Form of the Document
The document may take the form of a descriptive report, an evaluation study
or a commentary on some aspect of disaster preparedness, relief or
reconstruction. Generally, your report should focus on the work of the
organisation with which you are associated for disaster purposes (for
example, as an employee, volunteer or commíttee member). However, if you
are lucky enough to be able to take a more Olympian view, you may compare
and contrast the expericnces of different organisations, or perhaps the
same organisation reacting at different times or in different places.
If you have had first-hand experience of a disaster - either as a victim or
as an organiser of aid - draw on your personal knowledge as much as you are
able. One moment of direct experience is worth more than a decade of
conjecture.
In so far as it is practicable try to write up the material which you have
so that it can be shared with people who work for organisations other than
your own. In other words, try to bring out the essential truth of the
events or circumstances which you describe, but do so in a way which ought
not to threaten those whose status appears to make them responsible for the
events which you. report. In general, omit the names of individuals. If
necessary, you may invent fictitious names to give human personality to
your report.
MISelect Your Topic
Large scale disasters have an impact on many aspects of human experience.
You are not expected to cover them all. In the first instance you should
choose one sector to write about. For example, this may be any of the
following:
-

-

Emergency rescue
Agriculture
Nutrition and the distribution of food
Medical needs, supplies and services
Shelter and housing
Environmental sanitation
Clothing and other material resource aid
Public information
Social wolfare
Etc.

Alternatively, you might choose a theme which would run across several of
these sectors, for example:
-

Materials handling and logistics
Financial control
Personnel recruitment and management
Use of volunteers
Communications
Co-ordination with other agencJes (including government)
Technology and its approprlateless
Media coverage and treatment
Political dimensions
Etc.

Do not be afraid to tackle more than one ares, but try to do so
systematically rather than jumping from one topic to another.
EiSelect Your Viewpoint
Our knowledge and interpretation of what goes on in a disaster varíes
according to what position we occupy. When writing your report be careful
to mention from whose point of view the observations come, e.g. are you
reporting views from a donor government far away from the site of the
disaster; from a prívate voluntary organisation (PVO) based overseas;
from a local (national) government; from a local PVO; from the community
leaders; or from the more humble victims of a disaster? You will often
find that a comparison of views on the same topic but from different
quarters is very illuminating.
Establish a Context
Unless you are sure that your fellow course or seminar participante will
all come from the same organisation as your own, you will need to point in
some institutional background. What kind of organisation are you writing
its
about? What are its stated goals and objectives (and, if different
real orles); and where do the characters or events in your report fit finto
the organisational tradition?
Similarly, an outline of the disaster phenomenon itself (cyclone,
earthquake, flood, drought, etc) will be necessary in order to understand
why certain things were done and when. Remember to include all important
information which a stranger to the place, time and people will require in
order to understand the points which you make in your report.
WiSelect a Problem question(s) or Issue(s) to be Raised
A straight narrative description of events can be made much more
interesting and more educational if you can arrange the material which you
have so that it poses a question or several inter-relating questions. it
is not necessary that you provide a definite answer to the question asked,
merely that the information which you present gives some indication of the
direction in which lessons for the future may lie.
Examples of the kind of question which can help structure your report are
as follows:
-

What was done and why? Often, the obvious answer (e.g. that 'the need
exi-Jted') does not constitute the full story.

-

Where were which decisions made? (How much influence, Power or
chioEe, for example, díd the victims have?)
When were important decisions made and why were they made at that time
(not earlier or later, etc)?
What else might have been done but was not? (It may be useful to
compare organisations for ideas on what else could have been done.)

Of the options which were not pursued; which ones were considered and
jected - and why; and which ones were not even cons.,dered - and
why?
Did decision makers have enough or the right kind of information at
their disposal to be able to make decisions which were appropriate?
What results were achieved by the action embarked upon?
What unintended consequences followed from the actions?
What do those (people/institutions) who were responsible for making
the decisions know of the results of their efforts? Is this different
from what the victims or other observers know?
What assumptions were underlying the decisions or piens of action as
they emerged? Which of these assumptions were proven sound and which
false?
What conclusions can be drawn on the basic of the experience? These
should benefit others in a similar position, i.e. the same
organsiation at some future time, or in another organisation now or in
the future.
Three short Annexes are attached which set out some more precise questions
in each of three sectors. However, it must be pointed out that these were
prepared for the purpose of encouraging discussion of a specific disaster
which took place in a specific place. In relation to your own disaster
experience, these questions may or may not be relevant. In any case, you
are probably far better equipped to ask your own questions now that
hindsight has suggested some answers.
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131 ANNI 1: SHELTER AND HOUSING
What types of assistance were provided by helping agencies in (a) the
provision of emergency shelter, and (b) for the construction of more
permanent houses? Were whole housing units provided, or materials
only, or technical advice, or credit, or land, or all the necessary
components?
-

Did the housing assistance which was provided conform to local and
traditional patterns? If not, how are the differences explained?

-

Who designed the houses constructed after the disaster and who built
them7 How do the answers to these questions compare with the
procedures by which houses are normally designed and built in the
ares? If there are differences between normal procedures and those
used after the disaster, how are the differences explained?
Were distinctions made by (a) the victims themslves, and (b) the
helping agencies, as betwcen temporary and permanent housing? What
results were obtained?
Was housing aid given away free to beneficiarios or were charges made
for the materials and services provided?

-

Was education in disaster resistant construction techniques offered by
helping agencies? What is known of the effectiveness of this
education?

-

To what extent were local materials employed in post-disaster housing,
and to what extent were materials imported? If materials were
imported, why was this done?
How were houses laid out (in relation to one another) in post-disaster
reconstruction projects? Did the layouts used correspond with
traditional patterns for the dwellings?
Did the existance of different types of housing in any one village, or
between villages, cause any problems for the comunities served?
What proportion of the post-disaster housing construction was
undertaken by the victims themselves, and what proportion by the
helping agencies?

-

Did the housing organised by the agencies make provision for water
supply and/or sanitation facilities?
To what extent did the intended beneficiaries have the opportunity to
participate in decision-making about the type, size, materials, siting
and timing of construction of the dwellings provided with the
assistance of the agencies?

-

What professional advice did helping agencies have in planning and
managing their housing programes?
How were the size of housing aid prograuines decided upan? How was the
need for housing assessed7
Did the helping agencies which were concerned with housing have
previous experience in this field? For any which did not, what
special problems were encountered?

ANNEX 2: THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF FEEDING AND OTHER MATERIAL RESOURCES
DISTRIBUTION PROGRAMMES

What kinds of feeding programmes were undertaken by helping agencies
after the disaster? Why and how was it decided to embark on these
programmes?
How did the victims feed themselves or obtain food after the disaster?
In what way did the disaster prevent people from doing this in the
normal way?
How were feeding programmes organised? What improvements could have
›: methods employed?
been made in th,
-

How were the Load rations distributed? Did people queue? Were
alternativo systems triad, and with what results?

-

What were the objectives of the feeding programmes? What was the
target group?

-

Is anything known of the nutritional state of the recipients before
and/or after the food was distributed?
Was provision of water to victims considered as important as the
provision of food? If not, why not?
Was food aid distributed as dry rations or cooked? If both methods
were used, what were the advantages and limitations of each?
What foods were found to be appropriate as aid?

-

To what groups were goods distributed? How was it decided that some
groups should receive material help and not others?

-

Is there any evidence that animosities were produced between those
individuals and/or groups which received help and those who did not?
What was the balance of benefits against any negative social impacts
which might have been obtained from the distribution of material
resources?
What social groups
What provision was
(e.g. the old, the
what provision was

-

were especially badly affected by the disaster?
made within the communíty to cara for such people
infirm, widows, orphans, the mentally il, etc) and
made by the helping organisations?

Did the help given by outside organisations to especially
disadvantaged groups correspond with local customs and/or the best
ínterests of the victims?
What is known of the psychological needs of the victims? Was any
assistance provided by relief agencies and/or others in the field of
post-disaster mental health?

-

Is anything known about the effect of the introduction of food aíd on
the local farm economy?
Was there a need for clothing and/or blankets among the victims? Did
relief agencies distribute these commodities? Which type of commodity
was most relevant to the needs and which was not?

-

How equitably were relief commodities distributed (a) between affected
communities and (b) among individual victims?

Was money distributed by the Government and/ r by other helping
agencies? How was this done? What problems were encountered, and
what were the benefits obtained? How were decisions made as to who
should receive help in cash?
What was done by helping agencies in relation to orphans? What were
the advantages and limitations attached to each of the different
policies pursued?

6111 AN NEXE 3: RESCUE AND MEDICAL
How did the relief organisations know what the nature and magnitude of
the post-disaster problems were? Of whom did they rely for their
information and/or an assessment of the situation?
How did neves of the need for help get through to the outside world?
-

When did the helping agencies arrive on the scene? How did this
timing relate to the emergence or existence of the needs addressed7
What criteria were used to assess the medical need and to decide in
which cases help should be given and when not?
Was the physical rescue of victims necessary? If so, who did this and
when?
Did the medical help reach the remote areas?
What kind of injuries and/or sickness were reported by victims to
medical personnel? When did these manifest themselves?

-

How did people manage in areas where no medical assistance was given?
What medical assistance was provided?
Did different kinds of helping organisations provide different kinds
of medical aid?
What kind of organisation was best equipped to provide what kind of
assistance?

-

Did mortality and morbidity patterns (numbers of people dying or
getting síck from various causes) change after the disaster compared
with the patterns existing before?

-

During the period after the disaster, did mortality and morbidity
patterns change? If so, how?
Which type of medical personnel were most useful after the disaster,
and which were less appropriate?

-

Were foreign medical personnel used in relief operations? If so, was
their pl'es'ence of value? What extra difficulties or limitations did
foreign personnel suffer over those encountered by nationals or very
local personnel?
What medical procedures or practices were employed in the postdisaster period (e.g. immunization, distribution of medicines,
surgery, counsélling, etc)? What was known of the efficacy or worth
of such procedures in post-disaster situations?

-

What were the decisions ande (in which organisatiopn or at what level
within the organisation) that certain procedures (e.g. immunization)
should be embarked upon?
What attention was given to preventative health measures after the
disaster?

-

Was epidemiological surveillance organised after the disaster to
monitor the incidence of disease7
Were any comparisons made of the costs and benefits to be obtained
from alternative courses of medical and/or preventive action?
Vas there adequate water for drinking immediately after the disaster
for humans and for animals?

-

What efforts were directed towards reir -ftating the communities' supply
of potable water? How successful were these efforts? When were the
benefits obtained?

-

How did the special health provisions after the disaster compare with
the type and level of health provision which existed before? Did the
difference, if any, have any effeect on the management of the on-going
health service or on the level of expectations among the local
population?
Did the arrival, purchase and/or delivery of medical supplies
corresponde with the need?
How were dead bodies disposed of? How best was this done?

-

Was there a need for first aid after the disaster? To what extent was
this need met, and by whom? Did any unmet needs in first aid result
in avoidable deaths?

-

Of what value were the local village health centres for the purposes
of giving first aid?
What was the relationship between any mobile medical team and the
local hospitals? Did they complement one another or conflict in any
way?

-

Was the need for potable water seen as a priority early enough?

EAPPENDIX 2
1110BJECTIVES OF WORKSHOPS ON DISASTER MANAGEMENT
The aims have been grouped into a series of seven related themes, which are
regarded as of equal importance:
1.

Impart and develop management skills

2.

Practice disaster management

3.

Develop technical knowledge

4.

Organise training programmes in disaster management

5.

Develop awareness of key issues

6.

Share experiences and build confidence

7.

Challenge established viewpoints, and question assumptions.

IMPART AND DEVELOP MANAGEMENT SKILLS

e
O

The development of creative, innovatory solutions

•

Role-casting operations for various assisting groups:
-

international donors
mil itary
governments
assisting groups
community leaders
families of victims
experts

Understanding the effective roles, relationships and conflicts of
there various groups.
O

Decision Making:
-

O

defining priorities for action
understanding the short, medium and long-term implications of
decisions
exploring alternative courses of action, and their probable
consequences
taking effective decisions in conditions where there is a
starvation of information.

Methods of developing an integrated, multi-disciplinary approach to
relief or long-tern assistance
Methods of developing flexible, bottom-up decentralised patterns of
management

•
•

O Evaluation and monitoring skills to review the effectiveness
of programmes, and feed this information back with rapid
improvements in the system

4 Co-ordination skills
e Cost- Benefit analysis as a decision making tool for
mitigation planning
Establishing participatory systems of management with
accountable relationships to disaster victims
O Information gathering
O Develop confidence to help in managerial tasks
e Preparation of disaster plans, and Provide advice in developing
appropriate programme ideas
e Practice public speaking, chairmanship, reporting skills and the
presentation of ideas
Gain knowledge in various concepts and techniques in the
management of various types of fast-impact emergencies and
long-onset disasters

SUMMARY
To learn or expand a wide range of management skills for effective
and appropriate relief, preparedness and mitigation.

PRACTICE DISASTER MANAGEMENT
By.means of simulation exercises/gaming situations, that test:
- crisis management
- decision making
- ability to handle logistícs
- role playing
- goal setting
These exercises also aid in the understanding of diverse positions/
attitudes of various groups, and they also display the diversity of
various courses of action, and their possible consequences.
a To test and challenge leadership skills
• To test abilities in writing, chairmanship, and commentating
on others work.
SUMMARY
To practice disaster management skills

3.

DEVELOP TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
To obtain knowledge of the 'state of the act' in:
a) the sectors of disaster response - mitigation,
preparedness, relief, recovery and reconstruction
b) Key sectors - shelter/housing provision
food/nutrition
water/sanitation
health
logistics
refugee management
c) assessment techniques to measure damage and needs
to 'have knowledge of knowledge' i.e.
where to find vital information very rapidly on a given
topic, - 'who knows what where and in what form does it
exist'?
O to start building up a mini-library of technical managerial
knowledge
• to understand some of the lánkages between sectors of knowledge
i.e. Building, Public Healt'h etc.
SUMMARY
To acquire technical skills for specific tasks, or to become
aware of the likely sources of knowledge.

ORGANISE TRAINING PROGRAMMES IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT
' how to run training programmes:
- defining objectives
- timing
- selection proceedures
- linkages to existing programes
- modes of learning
- locations
- who to teach
u to understand the basic distinction between two forms of
knowledge sharing:
'cookbook'(training) andlnutritional guide' (education)
- who needs which, when and why?
• To devise a variety oF types of training programmes i.e.
- raising public awareness
- training staff within agency
- community based education
- volunteer training programes
- introduce training within government agencies at central,
provincial and district levels
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SUMMARY
To institutionalise Disaster Management by means of Training and
[ducation Programmes.

!i.

DEVELOP AWARENESS OF KEY ISSUES
5.1

Management Theory
- To strengthen the theoretical framework for better planning
and project evaluation
- To become familiar with disaster management concepts,
theory and literature
- To understand which management principles relate to
the specific field of Disaster Management

5.2

Development of Attitudes
- To understand personal strengths and weaknesses in order
to build individual capabilities and strengthen defficient areas
- To understand
moral /ethical issues and dilemmas in
disaster planning. How to work for equitable, just
solutions. How to give positive discrimination for acutely
disadvantaged groups - i.e. unmarried mothers/elderly/
handicapped/small children/prejudiced ethn1c minority groups.

5.3 The linkage between Disaster and the Development Process
- The incorporation of mitigation concepts into development
programming
- Development of a community - based Disaster Management
approach
- To better understand the link between fast- impact disasters
and on-goin9 disaster situations such as squatter settlements
- To explore the links (or contradictions) between relief
and developmentai attitudes and approaches.
5.4

To expand awareness of key issues
- of the complexity of various aspects of disasters and
development:- of diverse viewpoints from the standpoints of the victim,
manager of a1d; donor; government etc.
- of constraints on decision making:
ie - political constraints
- time pressures/opportunities
- management in crisis s,tuations
- legal/social aspects
- of the relat1onship of disasters to vulnerable conditions
w1th1n a g1ven society

- of the links between mitigation, preparedness,
relief and recovery
- of sources of goods and information
- of the transfer of techniques from disaster management
to other development contexts
- of the linkages and transfer of knowledge between
refugee and natural disaster management
SUMMARY

e».

To raise awareness of the theory of Disaster Management, to understand
the Development Context, to develop attitua�s, aRd to ��pand knowledge
of key issues.
SHARE EXPERIENCES ANO BUILD CONFIDENCE

e of similar, or different disaster operations that
expand ranges of perception. These varied experiences
w1ll co��a,e similarities and d1ss1m1l�ri�ies.
o to establish a network of contacts to maintain an
information exchange after the workshop
� to identify cormion problems, constraints and opportunities
o to recognise applicable/adaptable solutions, understanding
local d1fferences and limitations
e to test experiences and ideas with colleagues in the same
field - to extract generalisations and to correct false
preconceptions
� to expand the range of perceptions to include previously
unconsidered issues and possibilities
o overall, to encourage each other and bu1ld our self
confidence. This is a challenging field full of problems
and we all need to support each other in our various tasks.
SUMMARY

To share experie�ces from diverse contexts in order to discern
any patterns in disaster impact or response.
''';,"

J,.

TO CHALLENGE ESTABLISHED VInlPOINTS AND QUESTION ASSUMPTIONS

O that the management of disasters is remate from normal
management of development projects
o that the relief phase is the most effective period to
provide assistance
o of the effect,veness of established military style
managernen t systerns, with a top-down 'centralised' system
of control
o that relief or recovery actions can be studied or
1mplemented in 1solation of preparedness or mitigation
SSU2S

-

O that disaster assistance agencies are primarily
and normally focussed on their object of concern
rather than on their own survival against
competition from other agencies, ministries,
consultancies, academic bodies and governments.

SUMMARY
To challenge the value, accountability and effectiveness of any
management policy, approach or system, and administrative structure.
To explore ways to measure the effectiveness of any system or
structure in meeting the short and long-term needs of disaster
victims (or potential victims).

SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
1. IMPART AND DEVELOP MANAGEMENT SKILLS
- to learn or expand a wide range of management skills for
effective and appropriate relief, preparedness and mitigation
E12. PRACTICE DISASTER MANAGEMENT
- to practice disaster management skills

G13. DEVELOP TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
- to acquire technical skills for specific tasks, or to become
aware of the likely sources of knowledge

E14. ORGANISE TRAINING PROGRAMMES IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT
- to institutionalise disaster management by means of training
and education programmes, aimed at all levels of the system
5. DEVELOP AWARENESS OF KEY ISSUES
- to raise awareness of the theory of Disaster Management, to
understand the Development Context, to develop attitudes,
and to expand knowledge of key issues
6. SHARE EXPERIENCES AND BUILD CONFIDENCE
- to share experiences from diverse contexts in order to discern
any patterns in disaster impact or response
E:7. TO CHALLENGE ESTABLISED VIEWPOINTS AND QUESTION ASSUMPTIONS
to challenge the value, accountability and effectiveness of any
management policy, approach or system, and administrative structure.
To explore ways to measure the effectiveness of any system or
structure in meeting the short and long-term needs of disaster
victims (or potential victims).

isasters and Vulnerability
GLOSSARY OF

TERMS

Study of Disasters and Vulnerability is in a state of rapid advance
and many traditional concepts are being challenged. Allied to there
concepts there are definitions which are also being re-defined as
perceptions expand. The following terms and meanings have boten used
by the authors throughout this book. They are grouped under four
broad headings:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Natural phencxneria
Disaster Definitions and Planning Phases
Risk Assessment
Social and Economic Vulnerability/Recoverability

A.

NATURAL PI-ENOMENA

-

CYCLCUE, HURRICANE, TYPHOON

Worcis used in various geographical aneas to describe the same
climatic phenanena: A weather system consisting of an anea of low
pressure, often known as a 'low' or a depression. High velocity
winds blow anticlockwise in the northern hemisphere and clockwise
in the southern hemisphere.
-

EARTHQUAKE
Convulsion of earth's surface caused by volcanic activity or
faults in the earth's trust.

-

EPIDEMIC
A disease that spreads rapidly through a community.

-

FAMINE
A general state of prolonged decline in food intake per capit),
giving rise to a syndrome, which ulta.mately leads to death retes
aboye the observed normal level.

-

FLOCCS
Coastal or riverine floods. The latter may be slow-rising or
flash floods caused by sudden storms.

-

LANDSLIDE
Wiss movement or sliding of hillsides caused by a variety of
factors: heavy rains, earthquake ground shaking and geological
forces.

-

PANDMIC
Infectious disease of world-wide distribution.

-

SzISITC

Pertaining to earthquake activities.
-

SEISE ICITY
The distributíon of earthquakes in space and time. A general
term for the number of earthquakes in a unit of time, or for
relativo earthquake actívity.

-

SURGE
Costal flocding that accampanies a cyclone.

n

-

TSUINAMIE
Japanese word that literally mean 'wave in the harbour i. A
seawave produced by displacements at an otean floor as a result
of earthquake, landslide or volcanic activity.

-

=CM°
Hill or mountain, often coaical in form, composed partly or
wholly of discharged matter.
DISAST DEFINITIONS AND PLANNING PHASES
(Note: Main disaster phases are narked *)
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS *
The reduction of disaster impact by anticipatory action.
DISASTER
The product of the impact of a natural event upen a vulnerable
population to cause disruption, damage and casualties beyond the
unaided capacity of locally mobilised resources.
Natural
event

-

Earthguake
High Winds
Flood
Drought
Landslide

DISASTER

-

Vulnerable population
within vulnerable
buildings en vulnerable
ground conditions

DISASTERMANAGDENT

The efficient use of resources to co-ordinate the processes of
relief, recovery and reconstruction.
-

RELIEF *
(or flnergency Phase of Disaster Recovery)
The satisfaction of immediate and basic needs (food, clothing,
shelter, medical case and emotional security) for disaster
survivors. In the case of fast-impact disasters (floods,
erthoguakes, landslides, cyclones) this process will be directed
at saving lives and alleviating further suffering, and will occur
in the immediate days and weeks after the disaster. In the case
of long-anset disasters (droughts, Lamines, social displacement)
the relief period may continue to exist for a continuous period
over months or even years.
ACCCUNTABILITY
The structuring of Disaster Assistance prograrres to increase
control and participation by persons in the affected conmunity.

-

COPING MECHANISMS
The rneans by which individuals and societies, unassisted from
external sources, rneet relief and recovery mocas, and adjust to
future disaster risk.

-

RECOVERY
The replacement of resources and the social relations required to
use them (i.e. access) that may have been destroyed or disrupted
by a disaster.
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-

REHABILelATION
Actions taken in the weeks or months following a disaster to
restore basic services to enable the population to return to predisaster conditions.

-

RECCUS=CTION *
The specific type of planning which a disaster makes possible,
providing an opportunity to introduce new moles of organising a
community and reducing its vulnerability to hazard. This may
entail administrative/management reforms, increasing social
justice, altering systems of livelihood, enhancing cammunity
participation in planning and administration and introducing
mitigation measures to improve the safety of the environment
against a repetition of the disaster.

-

DISASTER PROTECTION/PROTECTIVE ACTION
This terco embraces both definitions of preparedness and risk
reduction. Itás is a better oyerall terco than:

-

DISASTER PREVENTION
The terco is meaningless since it has highly misleading resource
implications that falsely imply that both infinite risks can be
addressed with infinite resourceq. Therefore the tern is not ao(vised.

-

MITIGATION *
Actions taken to reduce the risk to lives and property and
disruption from a natural hazard, either by reducing
vulnerability or modifying the hazard (possible in case of
floods, but not earthguakes).
Disaster Protection/
Protective Action
(NOT Prevention)
Miti.gation

Preparedness

c.

RISK ASSESSENT

-

RISK
The probability that a disaster will occur (high risk/low risk
indicates the degree of probability that a disaster will occur).

-

RISK ASSESSMENT
The guantification of risk by mean of Hazard Mapping and
Vulnerability Analysis.

-

NATURAL HAZARD
A potential bio/climatic/geological process which when experienced in
proximity to vulnerable populations or their property may cause
dísasters.
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-

HAZARD MA 'ING
The process to establish geographically where certain phenomena
are likely to pose a threat to people or their property. In
addition to identifying the location of hazards, they also need
to be mapped in tercos of their severity of impact and frequency
of occurrence.

-

DISASTER PRCUENESS
Statistically likelihemod in tercos of magnitude and frequency of a
given place experiencing a given hazard.

-

VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
The process used to identify the vulnerable conditions that will
result in a disaster when they meet a natural phenomena.
Vulnerablity analysis will firstly involve the study of
societies at risk, exploring such issues as social density,
inc íes, gender, home-ownership patterns and occupations.
Secondly, it will involve the examination of physical factors of
property at risk crops, builrhngs, infrastructure, economic
assets, etc.
VULNERABILITY (HUMAN)
The inability to withstand, protect oneself from, or recover
rapidly from a potentially damaging event, and is determined by
on-going and Jeep-seated patterns of power in society as a whole.

-

VULNERABILITY (PHYSICAL PROPERTY)
Property (buildings, economic assets, livestock, crops, etc) that
are at risk of damage or loss from the impact of a potentially
damaging event.

-

VULNERkSLE GROUPS OF PEDPLE
Typical vulnerable people may be characterised by:
their gender (women being more vulnerable than men)';
their relations with prOduction (wage labourers are more
vulnerable than peasants and self-employed are more
vulnerable than salaried employees);
their age;''
their social status (those with low social status being
unable to mobilise support and resources from others in a
disaster);
their occupations (fishermen are more at risk from cyclones
than inland farmers).

-

VULNEUBILITY (Expanded definition)
The degree to which an individual, family, coomunity, class or
regicn is at risk from suffering a suelden and serious misfortune
following an extreme natural event, and the degree tb which the
individual/family, etc, can recover from the impact of that
evento So, vulnerable is a hypothetical and predictive term,
which can only be 'proved t by observing the impact of the natural
event upon the unit ni question, when it occurs. Vulnerability
is en ongoini condition, and often is the specific reult of
social processes of dcrnination and deprivatIon, which increase
the likely severity of impact of the natural event. It can be
measureolby indicators, which have been causally related to the
actual imi aul of a dlsaster in the past, whlch can then be

interpolated between the knawn i..rnp3ct and future hyp:::ithetical
di:: 3ters.

0

RISK MA."iAGEMENT
The efficient use of resources to reduce the ?robability that a
disaster will occur by either reducing vulnerability or m:xhfying
the hazard. (In the case of certain types of hazard - such as
flcx::d or landslide - actions can be taken to m::d.ify their im¡:Bct.
Ho,,;ever, as yet no actions can be taken to reduce earthquakes or
h.igh wirrls hazards).
SOCTAk AND EO'.:NCMIC VUINERA.BILITY /RECDVERABILITY
ACCESS PROFILE
,7JJ:l in::li vidual's or ha.i..sehold's degree of access across the range
of incane o¡;iportunities*. Those who p:issess access
qualifications for a large number of incane opportunities usually
have a wi�e choice, and choose t.i11ose with high payoffs. They
also have flex.ibility in securing a livelihoo::1 urrler generally
adverse econanic conditions, camand considerable resources, have
reserves of fcx::d, and can be said to have a well-provided
?rofile. 0n the other hand., those whose access profiles are
lirruted, usually have little choice in incane opportunities, have
to seek the rrost over-subscribed and least paying incane
op¡::ortunities, and are rrost vulnerable in adverse circumstances.

*

Incane Opportunities
An opp::irtuni ty, when taken up, which provides incane il1 kind or
in cash.

Acx:ESS CUALIFICATICN
A set of resources and the social relations involved in their
prooucti ve use which are requ.ired by a f)erson, fa.mly, 'or· other
uni t to take up an inccme op¡;:orturu.ty. Scrne incane opportunities
have high access qualification.s (such as ca¡_JitaJ., rare skills,
costly physical infrastructure), whic.'1 bar most people f ran
taking thern up, l:;ut these are often those with with ru.yhest p:1y
offs.
ACCESS (TO RESXJRCES)
'Ihe ability of an in::lividual, family, group, class, or camn.m.ity
to use resources whlch are directly required to secure a
livelihocd. Since most resources a.re not ubiqui.tous in
g�f)hical space, access rnay ha.ve also have a spatial
dimen.sien. 1'..i:.."C=.Ss to those resources is ah.ays pred.i.cated
- úp:m social and econcm.ic relaticns, such a.s the social relatJ.on.s
of prcduction, gerrler, status, and age.
RFSXJRO::
Gocd.s or services wluch are useful to people, and here used to
include other physical ob]ects used in production (such a.s tcols,
irris:.ration, water fertiliser, drdught an.imals). Resou.rces are
always defined in a society at a r,0int in tirf.2 by the prevailing
forces and relation.s of p:roducticn, and by cultural rerceptions.
Tney are accessl.ble to individuals only when they J_:ossess the
nece.ssary acc.ess qualifications to use that resource in securing
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a livelihood.
-

LIVELIHOOD
A bundle of income opportunities which in different combinations
provides goods for direct consumption or the rnney for the
satisfaction of needs. It goes beyond the conventional
definitions of femployment', or the single resource orientation
of agricultural econanics, which would focus on the inccne
generating activity of the household head.

-

SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOOD
A livelihood is regarded as being sustainable when it can be
maintained and continued in a very similar mamar over a
considerable time. This implies a high level of continuity
where future generations will operate an econanic system that is
broadly similar to what currently exists. It also assumes that
3ivelihoods are parí of a system that does not suffer any
significant loss in its facilities to continue and reproduce
itself for subsequent generations by having to damage
environmental conditions by having to damage environmental
resources (i.e. it is able to avoid abuse of soil, water sources,
forests, etc). It also is able to maintain its econcmic and
social reproduction in the face of fluctuations in the business
cycle and changes in social institutions, etc.

-

RECCVERABILITY
The ability to recover after a disaster. The tern is usually
negatively correlated with vulnerability, and can be a
contributory factor after or between disasters to the more
general condition of vulnerability. It is subject to the degrec
of access to inrnediate relief (e.g. first-aid and shelter in the
case of an earthquake), longer-term reconstruction of the'peans
te secure a livelihood (replacement of tools, animals, and
capital), and to social networks (of employment, trading, etc),
which may have been disrupted by the disaster.

-

'RATCHET EFT'
An effect in which a person's means te secure a livelihood is so
impaired by a disaster that they are malle more vulnerable to a
future disaster: Thus it is the cumulative effect of low
recoverability» As with the previous action of a ratchet in a
tool or clock, movement back to a previous state is impossible,
because of a deterioration of their access position, brought
about by the inability to recover assets sold in distress,
continuing ill-health, loss of able-bodied family members, or
loss of property sustained in the disaster.
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DISASTER
MANAGEMENT
CENTRE
THE CONTEXT OF DISASTER MANAGEMENT - CHECKLIST OF TOPICS
In arder to assist students and workshop participants in
understanding the broad and highly comple:1 fields of Disaster and
Refugee Management, the following list has been prepared. This
attempts to )ook at the subject from the standpoint of the
Manager involved in Pre or Post- Disaster Planning.

PART 1. RISK ASSESSMENT OF DISASTERS:
1.1 HAZARD MAPPING
- Disaster History
- Predlction Techniques
- Vulnerability Analysis Techniques:
Physical Vulnerability
Human Vulnerability
- Hazard Mapping Techniques
- Environmental Monitoring

E1.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURAL DISASTERS:
Characteristics of the following Hazards, and reports of their
Impact:
- Earthquake /Tsunami
- Landslide /Mudslide /Rockfall
- Volcanic Eruption
- High Winds: Tornado / Cyclone E Hurricane, Typhoon]
- Flood
- Avalanche
Bush, Forest Fire
- Dust Storm
- Drought

01.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF TECHNOLOGICAL DISASTERS:
Characteristics of the following Hazards, and reports of their
Impact:
Urban and Industrial Fires
- Industrial AccIdents
- Chemical Spillages
- Pollution
Atmospheric, Water, Ground
- Transportation of Hazardous Materials

01.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF WARS /CIVIL STRIFE
Wars and Civil Strife, and reports of their Impact:
- Damage patterns

nl.s CHARACTERISTICS OF REFUGEE SITUATIONS
- The nature of a Refugee Emergency
- Pssessment Techniques
131.6 CHARACTERISTICS OF EPIDEMICS /PANDEMICS

- The Nature of Epidemics
- The Spread of Epidemics
ill PART 2 DISASTER MITIGATION:
- Guides, Handboots and Manuals
- Linl.s between Mitigation and Development
- Elements in a Mitigation Flan: E Fast-impact disasters7
- Structural and Non-Structural Mitigation Measures
- Retrofit Measures
- Protective Emergency Structures E cyclone shelters/ Mounds3
- Research and Development of Safe Buildings/ Infrastructure
- Lifeline Engineering
- Lifeline Resources for enhanced standards of Protection
- Building Codes /Bye-Laws
- Land-Use Planning Controls
- Elements in a Mitigation Flan: E Drought /Famine situations]
- Early- Warning advance indicators
- Water Harvesting Techniques
- Development of animal campe for livestock protection
- Food Security Systems including Food Storage
- Elements in a Mitigation Plan: E Technological Hazards]
- On, and Off-Site Protection Plans for Hazardous Industrial
Flant
- Warning Systems
- Elements in all Mitigation Plans:
- Co-ordination and Financing Preventive Measures
- Public Awareness /Perception of Risk
- Cash Grants /Subsidies / Insurance Protection
- Training and Education for Protection against Disaster

a PART
-

3. DISASTER PREPAREDNESS E for Natural, Technological, War
and Refugee Situations ]

Gui des, Handbooks and Manual s
Statistics
Agency /Government Reporte on Preparedness Planning
Country Pro-Nies relative to Disaster Planning
Development of Emergency Organisations
Eamples of Preparedness Plans:
- International Level
- Nati onal Plans
- Regional Plans
- Local, Community Based Plans
- Agency Plans
- Elements in Preparedness:
- Allocation of Roles /Tasks
- Emergency Housing and Refugee Camp Planning
- Evacuation Planning
- Warning Systems

-

StocLpiling and Procurement of Goods
Inventory of Available Resources
Communication Systems
Information Systems, Media Management
Training and Education
Simulations and Drills
Public Awareness Programmes
Safety Measures for Life and Personal Property
Safety Measures for Public Property
Protection of Refugees and Displaced Persons

EZPART 4. EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT:
- Assessment of Damage
- Assessment of Survivors needs
- Search and Rescue
- Emergency Operations Centres [ EOC"s 3
- Basic Needs:
- Shelter and Refugee Camp Planning
- Water
- Food
- Management of severa Nutritional Emergencies
- Medical Care /Health Management
- Management of Mass Casualties
- Epidemiological Considerations
- First Aid
- Sanitation
- Psychological Care
- Crisis Management
- Logistics and Supply
- Evacuation
- Communications
- Operational Procedures for Emergency Staff
- Insurance
- Monitoring, Reporting Techniques and Evaluation of Emergency
Provi si on

PART

5.

RECOVERY/ RECONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

- Reconstruction Strategies:
Planning Procese, definition of priorities
Repairs
Temporary Hous3ng
Relocation Options .
Resettlement
Housing Reconstruction
Economi c Recovery
- Infrastructure repair:
Communications
Water Supply
Sanitation
Roads /Bridges etc
- Agriculture recovery
- Human, Organisational Recovery
- Institution and Leadership Building

I

- Repatriation of Refugees
- Monitoring of progrese
- Evaluation techniques

r1PART 6. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
-

Disaster Research
Research Methodology
Human Behaviour in Disaster /Refugee Situations
Organisational Behaviour in Disaster /Refugee Situations
National Disaster Systems
International Disaster Systems
Economic Aspects
Legal Aspects
The Role of the Media
between Disasters and Development

ISPART 7. DEVELOPMENT OF SIILLS FOR DISASTER /REFUGEE MANAGEMENT
-

-

-

Leadership
Management
Crisis Management
Delegation
Co-ordination
Assessing Needs
Risk Assessment:
Harard Mapping
Vulnerability Assessment
Assessing Resources
Authority
Accountability
Budgetary Control and Financial Management
Forward Planning
Development of an Agency Preparedness Plan
Developing Simulation Eercises
Development of Communication Skills:
Report Writing
Writing a Project Propasa].
Public Speakind
Chairing a Meeting
Handling the Media
Staff Development
Organising a Training Programme
Monitoring and Evaluation
Building an 'Agency Memory'
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INTERESTS OF PARTICIFANTS1
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INTE R.-EST

MARGIN
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VITAL
NTEREST

HAZARD TYPES
[natural]
volcanlc eruption
earthquae
hibn amos
tloods
landslide
bush-fire/forest
[man-made]
o
war/civil stri-FP
retugee situations
tecnnological
building tires
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olannlnaimanaoement
Implementation
trainind
assessment ot damage
assessment ot nacos
monitoring/evaluation
DISASTER PHASE
rellef/rehabllitation
reconstruction
mitigation
preparedness
SECTOR

1,-wr

government [centre]
government Lprov:ncialJ
academic
non-doy-c. 077777sation
private sector
media
LEVEL
political decision-maing
senior administrator
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mic-1,2vel administrator
local administrator
communit,7
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SILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
MARG:NAL

ZI GENERAL kNOWL'EDGE
-of disasters
-of management
-o+ trainind
-pf the linlades between
dlsasters and beelopment
L_____
r2DETAILED KNOWLEDGE .,

A¿,:iálL4L4- 211W

-o+ specific hazards
npecify wnich]

-Pf specific management
techniques
[specify wnich]
,

A IMPROVED SKILLS .1104114~~
writind
public spealing
analysis of problema
chairmanship
evaluation
undertaing a survey
assessment of needs
assessment o+ damage
ordanisation of a training prodramme
developing a preparedness plan
develcping a mitigation plan
simple cost-benefit sl.ills
-..
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V:TAL

MIINTRODUCTIONS TO REFUGEE EMERGENCIES DISASTERS AND DISASTER ASSISTANCE
B E Harrell-Bond, Imposing Aid (Emergency Assistance to Refugees), Oxford
University Press, 1986.
Anders Wijkman and Lloyd Timberlake, Natural Disasters (Acts of God or
Acts of Man?), International Instituto for Environment and Development,
1984.
Frederick C Cuny, Disasters and Development, Oxford University Press, 1983.
Randolph C Kent, Anatomy of Disaster Relief (The International Network in
Action), Pintor Publishers Ltd, 1987.

MBROAD OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future,
Oxford University Press, 1987.
Department of the Environment (on behalf of UK Government), Our Common
Future (A Perspectivo by the United Kingdom on the Report of the World
Commission on Environment and Develoiment), July 1988.

fITHE SURVIVORS VIEW - 'OUTLOOK FROM THE VILLAGE'
Hazel Johnson and Henry Bernstein (Eds), Third World Lives of
Heinemann Educational Books in association with The Open University, 1982.
Betsy Hartmann, James Boyce,Acpiet Volíence (View from a Bangladesh
Village), Zed Press, 1983.

HANDBOOK S / MANUALS
UNHCR, Handbook for Emergencies, Geneva, December 1982.
Brion Pratt, Jo Boyden (Eds), The Field Directors' Handbook (An OXFAM
Manual for Development Workers), Oxford University Press, 1985.
Ron Ockwell, Assísting in Emergencies (A resource handbook for UNICEF
Field Staff), United Nations Children's Fund, May 1986.
Sír Bernard M Feilden, Between Two Earthquakes (Cultural Property in
Seismic Zones), ICCROM and the Getty Conservation Instituto, 1987.
P Oakley and C Garforth, Guide to Extension Training, Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome 1985.
Training Sectíon, UNICEF, Emergency Mcnagement Training Package, UNICEF,
March 1988.

E3 BASIC HEALTH BOOKS
Murray Dickson, Where There is No Dentist, The Hesperian Foundation, 1983.
David Werner, Where There is

Nc Doctor, MacMillan, 1979.

Stephaníe Símmonds, Patrick Vaughan and S William Gunn (Eds), Refugee
C.7-munitv Health Caro, Oxford University Press, 1983.

Pan American Health Organization, Emergency Health Management after
Natural Disaster, Pan American Health Organization, 1981.

13Slide Sets and Commentaries Available from Pan American Health Organisation

Address:

Pan American Health Organisation
Emergency Preparedness Unit (DED)
525 Twenty-Third Street, NW
Washington DC 20037
USA

ElEmergency Management of Environmental Health and Water Supply.
1.

General Overview A Case for Prepared.

2.

Planning Techniques.

3.

Vulnerability Analysis.

4.

Preventive Measures.

5.

Preparing for Floods.

6.

Preparing for Earthquakes.

7.

Preparing for Hurricanes.

8.

Camps Temporary Settlements and Shelters.

9.

Water Quality in Emergencíes.
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rEVALUATION OF WORKSHOP ON RISK REDUCTION AND RECOVERY MANAGEMENT
19 June - 8 July 1988
Insert name (leave blank if you ish)

Date:
Evaluating System:
5
4
3
2
1
O

= Excellent
= Very Good
- Good
Moderately interesting/worthwhile
- Not very good
= Useless for my needs

i1.

What is your overail assessment of the workshop?
(Use number code 0-5)

2.

What is your assessment of the overall structure
and programming of the Workshop?
(Use number code 0-5)
If improvsments can be made to the emphasis,
structure or programming, please indicate.
(If you need more space use the blank sheet
at the end of this form - State questíon no.)

[93.

What 1s your assessment of the leadership?
(Use number code 0-5)

Are the materials you have been given of practical
use to your work (ie book lists, handouts etc)
(Use number code 0-5)

M5.

What were your expectations of the Workshop before
you carne - list up to 4 items and score whether
there expectations have been fulfílled.
(Use number code 0-5)

E 6.

There were a number of themes being covered in the
programme please indicate in the space províded
(Use number code 0-5) how well they have been
covered.
Social/Cultural activities
Management Techniques
Teaching Learning Techniques
Technical Presentations on Disaster Planning

7.

Please evaluate the different teaching methods used
in terms of their usefulness to you:
(Use number code 0-5)
Visíts for example - Thames Barrier
Individual writing tasks
Group exercíses (íe with E Lohman)
Group sessions
Lectures
Reading Workshop Books/Materials
Management Capsules

8.

E19.

How effective was the balance between:
Individual work

&

group work

Lectures
(Being talked to)

&

Group Discussion
(Talking to each other)

Practical

Theoretícal

Working

Relaxing

Please rete the following: (Use number code 0-5)
Venue
Timíng
Atmosphere

1110.

11.

Are there any thíngs you found were missing from the workshop.
Líst any ideas.

Was the Workshop (tick one line)
Too small
Correct size
Too large

5112.

In your view was the duration of the Workshop (tick
one line)
Too short
Correct length
Too long

13.

Is there any further way we could assist you in your
work?

E/14.

How would you assess your own performance in the Workshop?
(Consider: books read, contributions to the discussions,
general commitment, group tasks, pre-workshop tasks)
(Use number code 0-5)

rj15.

Was the content and emphasis of the Workshop dírectly
applicable to your work? (Use number code 0-5)

E116.

Anything missed on this evaluation forra? Please list below:

E 17.

General Comments:

Lile

111CLLIUU.
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session, please indicare you were absent (A).
Day 1:
Introduction to '7 orkshop

Ian Davis

How we can learn during the workshop - David Jacques
Video Film - Disasters (including simulation exercise)
3 Day Workshop with Ernst Lohman - Infraplan Holland:
Lectures by Ernst Lohman
Group Exercises in Flood or Earthquake Mitigation
Visit to Blenheim Palace/Joint Meal in Woodstock
Visit to Merton College with Matthew Kempshall
(Tower/Library etc)
Visit to London:
Lloyds of London/Docklands/Thames Barrier/
Greenwich/Theatre
2 Day Workshop on Flood Management in the United
Kingdom with Middlesex L'olytechnic Flood Hazard
Research Centre:
Lecture on Integrated Flood Management by Denis Parker
Vídeo Film Maidenhead Flood Study
Flood Warnings, Jeremy Neal
Emergency Planning and Flood Impact, Colin Green
Computer Demonstration
Guided Tour of Maidenhead Flood Problems, Edmund
Penning-Rowsell
Thames Flooding, John Gardener of Thames Water Authority
Day 10:
How to Handle Stress and Crisis Management, Nick
Isbister
The South East England Hurrícane of 1987, Derek Elsom
2 Day WorkshópónEarthquake Planning, Imperial College
Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering
Sz,j,;mology
Introduction to Earthquakes, Professor N N Ambraseys
Demonstration of Shaking Table,

